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INTRODUCTION

Since I finished my PhD in 2009, my work has evolved in more than one direction, more or less fruitfully, as

is the case for many a young scientist, I suppose. The following report is an attempt to give an overview of

what constitutes perhaps the two main stems of my research: some theoretical aspects of certain stochastic

processes on the one hand, and studies of certain types of complex systems on the other hand. The two are

not unrelated, though. The reader will encounter random walks and a general probability-theoretic flavour

in both cases.

As I was reflecting upon what could potentially appear, if not original, at least maybe a little peculiar

or specific in the type of work I have been pursuing, some words have sprung back to my mind. Those were

words spoken by the late Marc Yor when he invited theoretical physicist Satya N. Majumdar and his then

PhD student (the author of these lines – only a bit younger then!) to discuss some properties of Brownian

motion. We had computed explicitly certain densities, and Marc was convinced (rightly, of course) that

these could be linked to a set of more general theorems sometimes called agreement formulae. We spent half

a day exchanging ideas in the most lively and agreeable manner. I have to admit I did not understand much

of the extremely abstract concepts with which Marc was playing so easily... But I was deeply impressed,

and in particular by his profound goodwill at partaking in discussions with theoretical physicists. Far from

despising us for not being fluent in filtrations or for not using standard probability-theory notations, he

tirelessly engaged in exchanging with us. At some point, he said: “I have long thought how great and useful

it would be to have a sort of bilingual dictionary of Brownian motion, with double entries allowing physicists

and mathematicians to share their knowledge more easily”. Together with Stavros Vakeroudis, then a PhD

student with Marc, we even had a brief discussion on how to start this as an online, collaborative platform.

But then of course, our PhD theses took their toll on our spare time...

Yet, the idea of regularly wandering on both sides of the divide between probabilists and statistical

physicists has borne with, and even grown on, me. Therefore the reader will find in this report both E’s and

〈. . . 〉’s, expectations and ensemble averages, transition probabilities and propagators... May s/he forgive me

for this constant to-and-fro – let it be perceived as a healthy gymnastic for the mind.

Apart from somewhat exotic vocabulary and notations, treading a line between probability theory and

statistical physics has led me, I hope, to introduce at times certain types of reasoning that perhaps are not

so common in the physics literature on stochastic processes. Path transformations would be an example.

The use of reciprocal processes is another one. Conversely, keeping a physicist’s eye leads one to ask

questions that tend to be less prominent in the probability-theory community. Obtaining explicit formulae

for densities and moments, examining specific configurations are key questions for physicists. Also, using

mathematical tools accessible to an audience wider than the stochastic processes community may be just

as important, depending on the applications. One should bear in mind that most physicists (including
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statistical physicists) do not always remember what a σ-algebra is – but all of them decidedly have a taste

for mathematical reasoning and know how to check for flaws and fallacies. Hence, part of my work on

stochastic processes is guided by a form of “minimalism” as far as mathematical structures are concerned.

Among common grounds for mathematicians and physicists, when it comes to stochastic processes, is

a strong interest in what the latter call “universal” properties, and the former “central limit theorems” or

“distribution-free” results. For instance, results that are valid for all random walks, independently of the

jump distributions, as long as they are symmetric – think of Erik Sparre Andersen’s theorems. Some of the

results I have been able to establish on Brownian motion in the years since my PhD exhibit some sort of

universality, and may be extended to more general Lévy processes. This is particularly the case when the

proofs rely on path transformations, as I will try to show in the following pages.

The first stem of my work is partly rooted in the problems that had remained open at the end of my PhD,

and partly in new questions that have come up from other sides. Six papers are published in international

peer-reviewed journals:

• J. Randon-Furling: Convex hull of n planar Brownian paths: an exact formula for the average number

of edges, Journal of Physics A: Mathematical & Theoretical 46, 015004 (2012). This paper was

distinguished as a “Highlight of 2013” by the journal.

• J. Randon-Furling: Universality and time-scale invariance for the shape of planar Lévy processes,

Physical Review E 89, 052112 (2014).

• J. Randon-Furling: From Markovian to non-Markovian persistence exponents, Europhysics Letters

(EPL) 109 40015 (2015). This paper was distinguished as an “Editor’s choice” by the journal.

• E. Ben-Naim, P.L. Krapivsky, J. Randon-Furling: Maxima of two random walks: universal statistics

of lead changes, Journal of Physics A: Mathematical & Theoretical 49, 205003 (2016).

• J. Randon-Furling, F. Wespi: Facets on the convex hull of d-dimensional Brownian and Lévy motion,

Physical Review E 95, 032129 (2017).

• J. Randon-Furling, S. Redner: Residence time near an absorbing set, Journal of Statistical Mechanics

103205 (2018).

Three of these papers are directly related to the study of Brownian or Lévy convex hulls, thus pertaining

to a wider field called stochastic geometry – I have been a member of the CNRS research group GeoSto

(GdR 3477) since 2011.

The other three papers deal with first-passage properties, hitting times, and local times for various types

of processes: discrete-time random walks, continuous-time Lévy processes, non-Markovian processes (in

particular, supremum processes).

I have been lucky enough to convince a few students of the beauty there is in the properties of stochastic
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processes, and my research has benefited greatly from exchanging with them and supervising their work:

Apollinaire Barme (M1 student) worked on edge and facet probabilities, Nicolas Jouvin (M1 student) worked

on symmetric stable processes, Emma Krebs (M1 student) and Morgane Goibert (M1 student) worked on

hitting times and crossing times of Lévy processes, Matthieu Vert (M2 student) worked on the asymptotic

distributions of non-homogeneous processes, Sophie Rossi (2nd year undergraduate student) worked on

correlations in spatial processes, and Antoine Lucquiaud (PhD student) works on several of the same topics.

The second main stem of my work in the recent years is rooted in an interest I have developed for

interdisciplinary modelling and in particular for the field that has become known as complex systems. These

generally are systems with many-body and/or nontrivial interactions. Cities, for instance, may be regarded

as an epitome of complex systems: individual and institutional agents interact on multiple levels of numerous

networks (both physical and virtual), leading to nontrivial collective behaviour and nontrivial patterns at

many scales. Most of my interdisciplinary research so far has focused on cities, and more specifically on

segregation phenomena. I started with a variant of Thomas Schelling’s celebrated model, but I then felt

the need to move towards more data-based approaches (my belonging to a research team that counts many

statisticians probably played a role there!).

This part of my work has been much enriched by the supervision of four Master (M2) theses (those of

Rachneet Kaur, Thomas Lavoisier, Antoine Lucquiaud, Enrica Racca), one Master (M1) report (that of Luis

Pinto Castaneda) and one undergraduate internship report (that of Ulysse Reverre). Under my supervision

and the co-supervision of Paris-1 colleague Prof. Fabrice Rossi, Antoine Lucquiaud is now investigating

further, in his PhD thesis, the theoretical aspects of a multi-agent model that we have introduced as a

variant of the Schelling model. His work is also part of some of the research projects jointly organized with

Paris-1 colleague Madalina Olteanu and UCLA Professor of Geography William Clark. Another important

aspect in this part of my work has been the joint organizing, with the Centre d’analyse et de mathématique

sociales (CAMS - EHESS/CNRS) of a series of seminars and workshops, notably a biennial interdisciplinary

workshop (Interactions) bringing together social scientists and mathematical scientists, as well as an ongoing

seminar series in memoriam Thomas Schelling.

Papers in international peer-reviewed journals and communications in international peer-reviewed workshops

or conferences include:

• A. Hazan, J. Randon-Furling: A Schelling model with switching agents: decreasing segregation via

random allocation and social mobility, The European Physical Journal B 86, 421. (2013)

• M. Olteanu, J. Randon-Furling: Analyzing spatial dissimilarities via effective-time series, Interna-

tional Time-Series Conference - ITISE, Granada, Spain. (2017)

• M. Cottrell, A. Hazan, M. Olteanu, J. Randon-Furling: Multidimensional urban segregation - Toward

a neural network measure, WSOM+17, Nancy (2017). Also to appear in a special issue of Neural
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Network and Applications (2019).

• J. Randon-Furling, M. Olteanu, A. Lucquiaud: From urban segregation to spatial structure detection,

Environment & Planning B: Urban Analytics and City Science, doi.org/10.1177/2399808318797129

(2018)

• W. Clark, M. Olteanu, J. Randon-Furling: A new method for analyzing ethnic mixing: studies from

Southern California, European Network for Housing Research Conference, Uppsala, Sweden (2018).

• J. Randon-Furling, M. Olteanu, W. Clark: Converging to the city: a myriad trajectories, International

Conference on Complex Systems, Thessaloniki, Greece (2018).

I have been and I am involved in other interdisciplinary collaborations, which have led or will lead to

publications and communications, but I only mention in this introduction the topics upon which I will

enlarge in the following pages.

The first part of this thesis will be devoted to studies on stochastic processes and the second part to

studies on segregation phenomena. Ongoing and future projects will be presented in the conclusion. A full

list of publications and communications as well as a short CV are appended after the bibliography.
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I. RANDOM WALKS, BROWNIAN MOTION, LÉVY PROCESSES

A. Edge and Facet Probabilities for Lévy-Brownian Convex Hulls

Stochastic processes are common in the physical and natural sciences (227), in particular as models of

actual motion (26; 52; 90; 230), interfaces (120) or long proteins and other polymers (80; 84; 89; 233). Spatial

characteristics of stochastic processes thus come to reflect physically meaningful variables: home ranges of

animals (238), heights of surfaces (157), shapes of molecules (72; 117),...

One way to describe the spatial extent of a stochastic process’s path is to examine its convex hull. That

is, the smallest convex set enclosing all points visited by the process. In two dimensions, exact expressions for

the values of geometric quantities such as the mean perimeter or the mean area of the convex hull have been

found for Brownian motion (37; 68; 91; 222) as well as for other types of stochastic motions (136; 155; 198),

for multi-walker systems (191) and for confined configurations (62; 63). In some cases, equivalent results

exist in higher dimensional space (79; 92; 136; 137; 171; 187).

Results (108; 117; 202) pertaining to the shape of such random convex hulls appear scarcer though,

despite their importance in biophysics: a protein’s or an antibody’s ability to play its part depends crucially

on its shape (4; 237). Convex hulls methods are central in the description of long-molecule configurations

(122; 150; 167; 220; 231), leading to questions on the structure of these hulls, such as on their number of

edges (in 2D) or facets (in 3D) and on the distribution of distances between the molecule and its convex

hull’s edges or facets (11; 70).

Among the questions left open in my PhD thesis (187) was indeed that of counting the average number

of edges appearing on the boundary of the convex hull of a Brownian path in the plane (see Fig. 1). Support

functions and integral formulae had allowed us to compute the average perimeter and average enclosed area

for the planar Brownian convex hull (158; 191). But the average number of edges on the boundary of the

convex hull appeared not to be amenable to the same technique. Starting from another angle, I introduced

the idea of “edge probabilities” and showed how these could be computed from the transition probabilities for

Brownian excursions and meanders (61), provided one paid careful attention to normalization. Calculations

actually led me to the discovery of a path transformation that allowed to go beyond the original planar

Brownian path setting. I present below the main results obtained and the main ideas leading to them. This

work was published as it unfolded, in a sequence of three papers (188; 189; 193). It was the subject of a

plenary talk I was invited to give at the 2018 Stochastic Geometry Days – the annual conference of the

CNRS research group GeoSto (GdR 3477).

1. Edges on planar Brownian convex hulls

Consider a planar Brownian motion B(t) = (b1(t), b2(t)), that is, a random variable in the plane corre-

sponding to the position of a Brownian particle in some canonical reference frame. The coordinates b1 and
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FIG. 1 A planar Brownian path. The dashed lines are coordinate axes in a canonical reference frame. We have represented

the boundary of the convex hull: that is, the boundary of the smallest convex set enclosing all points of the path.

b2 are thus two independent copies of standard, one-dimensional Brownian motion. We call Γ(T ) the path

described in the plane by the Brownian particle up to time T ,

Γ(T ) = {(b1(s), b2(s)) , 0 ≤ s ≤ T} . (1)

C(T ) is the convex hull of Γ(T ), i.e. the smallest convex set in the plane containing all points of the path

at time T , and we write ∂C(T ) for the boundary of C(T ). Let us recall that ∂C(T ) is (almost surely) a

countable union of straight line segments (77; 91; 93).

Strictly speaking the number of edges is countably infinite, so we use a regularization strategy to analyze

its behaviour and derive an explicit formula. The (simple) idea is to compute an “edge probability”.

Namely, picking two points on the path, B(τ), B(τ + s) ∈ Γ(T ), what is the probability that the line

segment [B(τ), B(τ + s)] is an edge on the boundary of the convex hull? To be more precise, let us write

Aτ,τ+s = {[B(τ), B(τ + s)] ⊂ ∂C(T )} . (2)

The edge probability is thus simply the probability of the event Aτ,τ+s. This probability may be written as

the expectation of the indicator function of the event:

P (Aτ,τ+s) = E
[
IAτ,τ+s

]
. (3)

So that, somewhat naively, the average number N (T ) of edges on ∂C(T ) may be written using the following,

formal summation:

“ N (T ) = E


∫

∆t≤ s≤T
0≤ τ ≤T−s

IAτ,τ+s

 =

∫
∆t≤ s≤T

0≤ τ ≤T−s

P (Aτ,s) ” (4)

with ∆t a regularization parameter (akin to a time separation below which we do not consider line segments).

To make this rigorous, we need to compute a bivariate density ρ(τ, s) associated with P (Aτ,τ+s), and we
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shall see later on that this is indeed a bona fide joint density1. N (T ) will then take the following form:

N (T ) =

∫
∆t≤ s≤T

0≤ τ ≤T−s

ρ (τ, s) dτ ds. (5)

FIG. 2 Two possible configurations of the Brownian path Γ(T ), with respect to the line joining B(τ) and B(τ + s).

The key step is thus to compute the edge probability P (Aτ,τ+s). This may be done by shifting to a

reference frame adapted to the straight line segment under consideration, as we explain below.

Given times s ∈ [∆t, T ] and τ ∈ [0, T − s], Γ(T ) may be found either:

• to lie on one side only of the line through B(τ) and B(τ + s), as in Fig.2 (a)

• or, to cross this line, as in Fig.2 (b).

The adapted reference frame we consider is one where the line through B(τ) and B(τ + s) is taken

as the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 3. The “edge” event Aτ,τ+s thus translates into constraints for the (new)

y coordinate of the motion, viz.

C1. y(t) starts at y0 > 0 (say) and hits 0 for the first time at t = τ ;

FIG. 3 The LHS configuration of Fig. 2 shown in an adapted reference frame (a), and the (new) y-coordinate plotted with

respect to time (b).

1 We shall see that ρ(τ, s) may be viewed as the joint density of the time of the global minimum of a Brownian motion with
duration T − s, and the sojourn time in R+ of a Brownian bridge with duration s.
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C2. y(t) hits 0 again at t = τ + s but remains strictly positive between t = τ and t = τ + s;

C3. y(t) does not hit 0 after time t = τ + s, it remains strictly positive up to time t = T .

Thanks to the Markovian nature of Brownian motion, we can separate the path into three parts and treat

them independently. The constraints C1, C2, C3 mean we are then dealing with subpaths that are Brownian

meanders and Brownian excursion2. We refer the reader to (188) for the full details of the calculation, in

particular that of the normalization constants. Let us simply mention here the expression thus obtained for

the edge probability:

P (Aτ,τ+s) =
2 dτ ds

πs
√
τ [(T − s)− τ ]

, (6)

that is,

ρ (τ, τ + s) =
2

πs
√
τ [(T − s)− τ ]

. (7)

The most interesting thing in this expression is the probabilistic interpretation that may be given to its

factors. Indeed, 1

π
√
τ [(T−s)−τ ]

× 1
s is nothing but the product of the uniform density on an interval of

length s (that is, 1/s), and an arcsine density on the interval [0, T − s] (that is, 1/π
√
τ [(T − s)− τ ]). This

may be understood by “cutting and stitching” the y-coordinate path in the adapted reference frame shown

in Fig. 3 (b). Treating the middle part (between τ and τ + s) separately, one has a Brownian excursion or,

seen otherwise, a Brownian bridge with a sojourn time on the positive side equal to its full duration, s. The

corresponding sojourn time density is well-known to be uniform (151) and this leads to the 1
s -factor. As for

the two end parts of the path, they can be concatenated to produce a Brownian path of duration T − s that

hits its minimum at τ . The corresponding density is the well-known arcsine one, derived by Paul Lévy (152)

– this gives the 1

π
√
τ [(T−s)−τ ]

-factor. The overall factor of 2 comes from the fact that there are two sides to

a straight line.

Although, in the Brownian case, the edge probability can be computed by “brute force” (one is, after

all, simply talking about Gaussian integrals), the path transformation approach is much more appealing

– and not only to those of us who dislike long calculations! Indeed a path transformation corresponds

to a bijection between sets of paths, and chances are that it generalizes from Brownian motion to more

general Markov processes. Path transformations are commonplace in the study of Brownian motion and

Lévy processes (1; 29; 30; 31; 32; 36; 53; 54; 55; 59; 156; 228), and we shall make use of a few other ones in

the following sections.

For now, let us remark that the “cutting and stitching” described above, together with the arcsine law

for the time of the minimum of a Brownian motion and the uniform law for the sojourn time of a Brownian

bridge, leads immediately to Eqs. (6) and (7). From which, upon integration of ρ (τ, τ + s) over τ , one finds∫ T−s

0

ρ (τ, τ + s) dτ =
2

s
, (8)

2 Let us recall that: (i) a Brownian bridge is a Brownian motion that starts at 0 and is constrained to come back to 0, (ii)
a Brownian excursion is a Brownian bridge further constrained to always keep the same sign (equivalently, it is a Brownian
motion constrained to always stay positive and come back to 0), (iii) a Brownian meander is a Brownian motion that starts
at 0 and is constrained to stay positive (but it does not have to come back to 0). See Section I.B.
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because ρ (τ, τ + s) depends on τ only through the arcsine density on [0, T − s], so that the integral over

τ ∈ [0, T − s] yields 1. Then, to compute the average number of edges N (T ) from Eqs. (5) and (8), all that

is left is to integrate over s ∈ [∆t, T ], leading to

N (T ) = 2 ln

(
T

∆t

)
(9)

This result generalizes the discrete-time (random walk) result (20), through the idea of computing edge

probabilities. This new idea was subsequently put to fruitful use also in the discrete-time setting (132), and

in higher dimension (193).

But before presenting higher-dimensional results, let us mention some other two-dimensional results

derived using edge probabilities.

2. Multiple planar Brownian paths

FIG. 4 Two types of edges on the convex hull of n = 9 independent planar Brownian paths (with same origin and same

duration): edges joining points on the same path (a), edges joining points on two different paths (b).

Indeed, long but straightforward computation of Gaussian integrals allows one to obtain the average

number, Nn(T ), of edges on the boundary of the convex hull of n ≥ 1 independent Brownian paths. One

has to consider the two types of edges that can exist: edges joining two points on the same Brownian path,

and edges joining two points on two different paths (Fig. 4). In the relevant adapted reference frame, this

induces two types of configurations for the y-coordinates, as shown in Fig 5. Computing the associated

densities leads to a closed expression for Nn(T ) (this was done in the second part of (188) and we skip

details here):

Nn(T ) = αn(T,∆t) + βn(T,∆t) (10)
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FIG. 5 One-dimensional (y-coordinate) configurations corresponding to the two types of edges on the convex hull of n = 9

independent planar Brownian paths.

with

αn(T,∆t) =

∫ 1

∆t
T

∫ 1−v

0

∫ ∞
0

h(a)
n (u, v, z) du dz dv,

(11)

βn(T,∆t) =

∫ 1

∆t
T

∫ min(1,v)

max(0,v−1)

∫ ∞
0

h(b)
n (u, v, z) du dz dv,

(12)

where

h(a)
n (u, v, z) = 4n

u exp
(
−u

2

z

)
[erf(u)]n−1

πvz [z(1− v − z)]
1
2

(13)

h(b)
n (u, v, z) = 4n(n− 1)

v
1
2u2 exp

(
− vu2

z(v−z)

)
[erf(u)]n−2

πz(v − z) [πz(1− z)(v − z)(1− v + z)]
1
2

(14)

(We write erf(u) = 2√
π

∫ u
0
e−x

2

dx for the error function.)

These expressions, though maybe not very much pleasing to the eye, are an example of exact analytical

results that may be obtained using edge probabilities in a context where the underlying probability densities

are tractable (typically, Gaussian densities).

3. Edges on planar Lévy convex hulls

Now, let us come back to single path contexts. As mentioned above, the path transformation that leads

directly to the edge probability may be used to compute the average number of edges on more general Lévy

convex hulls, eg convex hulls of symmetric α-stable Lévy processes other than simple Brownian motion.

Recall Eq.6:

P (Aτ,τ+s) = E
[
IAτ,τ+s

]
=

2 dτ ds

πs
√
τ [(T − s)− τ ]

.

Recall also that the 1

π
√
τ [(T−s)−τ ]

- factor corresponds to the two end parts of the path: once stitched together,

these amount to a process of duration T − s that attains its minimum at time τ . Last but not least, recall
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that the edge probability is integrated over τ ∈ [0, T − s]. So that, in fact, one does not even need to know

the specific form of the underlying marginal density (the arcsine density in the Brownian case): it is going

to be integrated out and yield 1 in any case. Thus the only important factor in the edge probability is 2
s .

Where did this factor come from? From the middle part of the process, the one that corresponds to an

excursion away from the edge. Such an excursion may also be viewed as a bridge with a sojourn time in the

positive (or negative) side equal to its full duration. As it happens, the sojourn time density is uniform not

only for Brownian bridges, but also for bridges of a large class of cyclically exchangeable processes (104; 139),

including for instance most symmetric α-stable processes3. These so-called uniform laws are the continuous-

time equivalent of combinatorial identities for random walks (20; 134; 210; 211; 212; 213; 214). They

emerge from the profound symmetry of cyclically exchangeable processes and are intimately linked to Ballot

theorems (135) (we shall encounter Ballot theorems (6; 16; 34; 224; 235) also in the second part of this

thesis, see Section II.B.5.)

FIG. 6 Computer simulation results (points) compared with the exact formula from Eq. (15) (solid lines) giving the average

number of s-edges with s ∈ [∆τ1,∆τ2], for a range of values of ∆τ2 and ∆τ1 (∆τ1 = 10−1 on the bottom curve, 10−2 on the

second curve, 10−3 on the third one and 10−4 on the top curve). Symbols correspond to computer simulations with 104 paths

for: Brownian motion with diffusion constant set to 1/2 (filled squares) or 50 (filled circles), Cauchy-Lorentz process (filled

triangles), symmetric α-stable processes with α = 0.75 (squares) and α = 1.5 (circles), compound Poisson processes with drift

and with normal (pluses) or Cauchy (crosses) jump variables.

Therefore, one obtains the same logarithmic form as in Eq. 9 for the general symmetric Lévy case.

This form may be further generalized as to express the average number of edges joining points with a

time-separation in [∆t1,∆t2]

N[∆t1,∆t2](T ) = 2

∫ ∆τ2

∆τ1

1

s
ds = 2 ln

(
∆τ2
∆τ1

)
(15)

This formula shows the remarkable “universal” behaviour of the average number of edges on the convex

hull of symmetric processes, as well as a time-scale invariance: there are as many edges joining points

3 The Fourier transform of the process needs to be integrable.
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separated by δt ∈ [∆t1,∆t2] as edges joining points separated by δt ∈ [λ∆t1, λ∆t2] (for ∆t
∆t1
≤ λ ≤ T

∆t2
).

Numerical simulations illustrate the validity of this general formula for various symmetric Lévy processes,

as can be seen in Fig. 6.

Let us now show that the universality observed for the average number of edges in two dimensions

extends to the average number of facets in d ≥ 3 dimensions (Fig.7).

4. Convex hulls of higher-dimensional Lévy processes

Moving to higher dimensions, edges become facets and the same idea of computing “facet probabilities”

leads to an exact, integral formula for the average number of facets on the convex hull of a vast class

of higher-dimensional Lévy processes. I published this extension with Florian Wespi (193), a student of

Prof. Ilya Molchanov (171) at the University of Bern, Switzerland. In particular, we showed that in dimension

d = 3, the integral formula for the average number of facets admits a closed form,

N (3)(T ) = 2 [ln (T/∆t)]
2

+ 4
{

ln (T/∆t) ln (1−∆t/T )− Li2 (1−∆t/T ) + π2/12
}
,

where Li2 is the dilogarithm function, T is the total duration of the process and ∆t the usual cut-off

parameter representing an arbitrary minimal time separation between two extreme points on the process’s

path. We also established asymptotics in the general d-dimensional case,

N (d)(T ) ∼ 2 [ln (T/∆t)]
d−1

, (16)

which nicely generalizes the two-dimensional case.

For the sake of clarity, let us detail here first the 3-dimensional discrete-time case.

FIG. 7 A sample realization of 3-dimensional Brownian motion and the facets on the boundary of its convex hull.
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Discrete-time case

In three-dimensional space, the convex hull of the successive positions of a random walker is almost

surely made up of triangular facets. The idea is therefore to compute the average number of such facets by

computing the probability for a triangle defined by three points on the walker’s path to form a facet of the

convex hull (see Fig. 7).

Let Sn denote the position of the walker after n steps (S0 = 0, n ≥ 3). Given three integers n1 < n2 < n3,

the triangle joining Sn1 , Sn2 , and Sn3 will be a facet of the walk’s convex hull if the walker always stays on

the same side of the plane defined by Sn1 , Sn2 , Sn3 . Let us choose a reference frame where the xy-plane

coincides with the one defined by Sn1
, Sn2

, Sn3
. Then the three-dimensional random walk always stays on

the same side of the xy-plane if its z-coordinate is a one-dimensional random walk that: (i) starts at some

value – say a positive one – and hits 0 for the first time at time n1; (ii) performs a positive excursion away

from 0 between n1 and n2 (i.e. it hits 0 at these times but remains positive in between); (iii) performs

another positive excursion away from 0 between n2 and n3; and finally (iv) leaves from 0 at time n3 and

stays positive thereafter.

Relabeling i = n1, setting k1 = n2 − n1 and k2 = n3 − n2, one may formally write the following formula

for the mean number N (3)
N of facets

2

N−1∑
k1=1

N−k1∑
k2=1

N−(k1+k2)∑
i=0

m
(0)
i e

(i)
i+k1

e
(i+k1)
i+k1+k2

m
(i+k1+k2)
N , (17)

with m
(0)
i , e

(i)
i+k1

, e
(i+k1)
i+k1+k2

, m
(i+k1+k2)
N standing for the probabilities of each of the four parts (i)-(iv) described

above. The prefactor 2 accounts for the fact that there are two sides to every facet.

Since we are considering only random walks with independent and identically distributed jumps, we have

e
(i)
i+k1

= e
(0)
k1
≡ ek1

and e
(i+k1)
i+k1+k2

= e
(0)
k2
≡ ek2

for all i, k1, and k2. Therefore, Eq. (17) becomes

N (3)
N = 2

N−1∑
k1=1

N−k1∑
k2=1

ek1
ek2

N−(k1+k2)∑
i=0

m
(0)
i m

(i+k1+k2)
N . (18)

Markovian independence allows one to stitch the parts of the z-random walk described above as separate

pieces (because the cuts occur at special times, namely stopping times). In particular, stitching together the

first and fourth parts produces a sub-walk of duration N−(k1 + k2). This walk starts at some positive value

and hits its minimum (0 by construction) at time i = n1. The probability associated with this sub-walk is

just the probability for a random walk with N−(k1 + k2) steps to hit its minimum at step i, just as before in

the two-dimensional continuous-time case, when this corresponded to the arcsine law (Section I.A.1). Thus

interpreting the product m
(0)
i m

(i+k1+k2)
N in Eq. (18), one finds that

N−(k1+k2)∑
i=0

m
(0)
i m

(i+k1+k2)
N =

N−(k1+k2)∑
i=0

Prob (Min. is hit at i) = 1.
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Substituting into Eq. (18) yields

N (3)
N = 2

N−1∑
k1=1

N−k1∑
k2=1

ek1
ek2

. (19)

There remains to compute the excursion probabilities ek1 , ek2 . As before, let us notice that the excursion

probability for a random walk is the probability that the walk, pinned at 0 at times 0 and N , visits only the

positive half-space. This is simply given by the probability that a bridge (that is, a random walk pinned at 0

at times 0 and N) attains its minimum at the initial step. The discrete-time equivalent of the uniform law

for bridges, Baxter’s combinatorial lemma (20), therefore leads to ek = 1/k. (Note that using generalizations

of this combinatorial lemma (17; 133), one could treat the three-dimensional case here without resorting to

a projection on one of the coordinates.)

Finally, we obtain

N (3)
N = 2

N−1∑
k1=1

N−k1∑
k2=1

1

k1k2
= 2

∑
k1+k2≤N
k1,k2≥1

1

k1k2
. (20)

In higher dimension, the same reasoning is readily carried out. Counting facets that can be defined by

d points on the path of a random walk with N ≥ d steps, one obtains a (d− 1)-fold sum

N (d)
N = 2

∑
k1+···+kd−1≤N
k1,...,kd−1≥1

1

k1 · k2 · · · kd−1
. (21)

While Florian Wespi and I were writing our paper, a pre-print (132) came to our attention: it contained

our Eq. (21). Several other results pertaining to the discrete-time case are to be found in (132), but none

on the continuous-time case, which we now examine.

Continuous-time case

Given the universality observed in both the discrete-time case and the two-dimensional continuous time

case, one expects a simple continuous version of Eq.(21) to hold in the d-dimensional continuous-time case.

This may be proven using the same strategy as in the previous section. In dimension d, a facet will be

a (d− 1)-dimensional object lying in a hyperplane and defined by d points on the process’s path. One thus

splits the path into d + 1 independent parts, and then computes the probability density (pdf) associated

with each part before multiplying them together and integrating. When d = 3, the four parts and their

associated pdfs are:

• from time 0 up to time τ , the path lies on one side only (say side +) of a (hyper)plane H, and it hits

H at time τ ; write p
(0)
τ for the corresponding pdf;
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• from time τ up to time τ + k1, the path is an excursion away from H (in side +) and is pinned on H

at times τ and τ + k1; write f(τ, τ + k1) for the pdf;

• from time τ + k1 up to time τ + k1 + k2, the path is an excursion away from H (in side +) and is

pinned on H at times τ + k1 and τ + k1 + k2; write f(τ + k1, τ + k1 + k2) for the pdf;

• from time τ+k1+k2 up to time T , the path lies on side + ofH and it is pinned onH at time τ+k1+k2;

write p
(τ+k1+k2)
T for the pdf.

Formally, one obtains the following integral

N (3)(T ) = 2

∫ T−∆t

∆t

∫ T−k1

∆t

∫ T−(k1+k2)

0

p(0)
τ f(τ, τ + k1)f(τ + k1, τ + k1 + k2)p

(τ+k1+k2)
T dτ dk2 dk1. (22)

Since Lévy processes have stationary and independent increments, we have, just as in the discrete-time

case, for all τ , k1 and k2: f(τ, τ +k1) = f(0, k1) ≡ f(k1) and f(τ +k1, τ +k1 +k2) = f(0, k2) ≡ f(k2). Also,

the product p
(0)
τ p

(τ+k1+k2)
T can be interpreted as giving the pdf of the time τ at which a similar process of

duration T − (k1 + k2) attains its minimum. Thus,∫ T−(k1+k2)

τ=0

p(0)
τ p

(τ+k1+k2)
T dτ = 1, (23)

and the triple integral in Eq. (22) reduces to

N (3)(T ) = 2

∫ T−∆t

∆t

∫ T−k1

∆t

f(k1)f(k2) dk2 dk1. (24)

Lastly, f(k) may be viewed as the pdf that the sojourn time of a process on a given side of a (hyper)plane

to which it is pinned (at both endpoints) is equal to the full duration k. This means, f(k) is the pdf of the

sojourn time of a Lévy bridge. Direct higher dimensional results (39; 83) or the same reasoning as before (i.e.

using an adapted frame and reducing the problem to a one-dimensional one) shows that the sojourn-time

distribution is uniform for a vast class of Lévy processes (104; 135; 139). Therefore f(k) = 1/k, and we

obtain

N (3)(T ) = 2

∫
k1+k2≤T
k1,k2≥∆t

dk1 dk2

k1k2
. (25)

In higher dimension, Eq. (22) becomes a d-fold integral, accounting for facets defined by d points and

characterised by d− 1 excursions:

N (d)(T ) = 2

∫ T−(d−2)∆t

∆t

∫ T−(d−3)∆t−k1

∆t

· · ·
∫ T−(k1+···+kd−2)

∆t

dkd−1 · · · dk2 dk1

k1k2 · · · kd−1
,

that is,

N (d)(T ) = 2

∫
k1+···+kd−1≤T
k1,...,kd−1≥∆t

dk1 · · · dkd−2 dkd−1

k1k2 · · · kd−1
. (26)
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FIG. 8 Numerical simulations for the average number of triangular facets on the convex hulls of some 3-dimensional Lévy

processes (with 104 and 103 sample paths realizations): standard Brownian motion (pluses), and a stable process with stability

index 1.5 (triangles). The solid line corresponds to the exact formula Eq. (29). The inset shows the asymptotics for large values

of T/∆t, from Eq (30), with numerical simulations of 3-dimensional Brownian motion.

In the three-dimensional case, it is possible to obtain a closed form for this integral formula, as detailed in

the next paragraph.

Closed formula and asymptotics

Starting from Eq. (25), we change variables to y1 = k1, y2 = k1 + k2. We find

N (3)(T ) = 2

∫ T−∆t

∆t

dy1

y1

∫ T

y1+∆t

dy2

y2 − y1
, (27)

in which the second integral is easily computed. This leads to:

N (3)(T ) = 2

∫ T−∆t

∆t

dy1

y1

[
ln

(
T

∆t

)
+ ln

(
1− y1

T

)]
. (28)

Setting z = y1/T allows one to compute the remaining integral (see also (166; 239)) and yields the announced

result,

N (3)(T ) = 2 [ln (T/∆t)]
2

+ 4
{

ln (T/∆t) ln (1−∆t/T )− Li2 (1−∆t/T ) + π2/12
}
, (29)

where Li2 is the dilogarithm function. As Li2 (1−) is finite, the first term on the right hand side of Eq.(29)

is also clearly the leading term when T/∆t becomes large. Thus,

N (3)(T ) ∼ 2 [ln (T/∆t)]
2
. (30)

This asymptotical behaviour may readily be directly extracted from Eq. (28), focusing on the ln (T/∆t)

term in the integrand. This transposes straightforwardly, by simple iteration, to the (d − 1)-dimensional

integral in Eq (26), leading to:

N (d)(T ) ∼ 2 [ln (T/∆t)]
d−1

. (31)
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This result generalizes in a very simple manner the two-dimensional one as well as the discrete-time one. The

exact formula (Eq. (29)) and the asymptotical behaviour (Eq. (30)) are illustrated in numerical simulations,

see Fig. 8.

Once again, the exact formula established here for the average number of (d− 1)-dimensional facets on

the convex hull of a general d-dimensional Lévy process shows how universal certain aspects of the shape

of spatial random processes are. Indeed this formula is valid not only for d-dimensional Brownian motion

but for a vast class of Lévy processes, including all stable processes. This is reminiscent of the universality

observed in the Sparre Andersen theorem (211; 212), to which the formula established here is linked via the

arcsine and the uniform laws.
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B. More on Excursions, Meanders, and Path Transformations

As mentioned and illustrated in the previous section, path transformations may be very useful tools

in the study of stochastic processes. We give here another example, and a third one will be given in the

next section. As excursions and meanders will be involved again here, first let us take time to recall some

definitions.

1. Excursions and Meanders

In his seminal work on Brownian excursions (61), following (87; 125; 151; 152), K.L. Chung surveys

variants of Brownian motion conditioned to stay positive. For a standard Brownian motion Bt, the excursion

straddling t and the meandering process ending at t may be defined from the last zero before t and the first

zero after t, namely:

γ(t) = sup {s ≤ t, Bs = 0}

and

β(t) = inf {s ≥ t, Bs = 0} .

Then the absolute value of the process between γ(t) and β(t), conditional on these, is the excursion strad-

dling t. Thus an excursion starts from 0 and returns to 0 but without hitting 0 between its initial and final

points (see Fig. 9). If one performs conditioning simply on γ(t) and focuses on the pre-t part, one obtains

a meandering process: a process starting at 0 and never hitting 0 again on the time interval [γ(t), t].

FIG. 9 Brownian excursion: Brownian motion conditioned to stay positive and to return to 0.

Excursions and meanders may similarly be defined for general Lévy processes. In the case of Brownian

motion, the propagator4 for the meander is known to be (61)

g(x; t) =
x

t
e−

x2

2t . (32)

4 I use here more of a physicist’s vocabulary. The propagator is the same as the transition density of the stochastic process.

For instance the propagator of standard Brownian motion is f(x, y; t) = e−(y−x)2/2t
√

2πt
.
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Recalling that the first passage-time density for a Brownian motion, that is the probability density associated

with the first zero of a Brownian motion starting at x > 0 is

ρ(x, t) =
x√
2πt3

e−
x2

2t , (33)

and that the standard Brownian propagator from 0 to 0 in time t is

f(0, 0; t) =
e−(0−0)2/2t

√
2πt

=
1√
2πt

, (34)

one notices that:

g(x; t) =
ρ(x, t)

f(0, 0; t)
. (35)

This is in fact not a mere coincidence. A simple path transformation accounts for this observation and

allows one to establish the same result for all symmetric α-stable processes, as we shall see below.

2. Path transformations

A well known example of a path transformation is the so-called method of images, which according to

Feller is due to Lord Kelvin (97). This transformation allows one to compute the propagator from x > 0 to

y > 0 for a Brownian motion constrained to stay positive:

q(x, y; t) =
1√
2πt

(
e−

(y−x)2

2t − e−
(y+x)2

2t

)
. (36)

Indeed, the method of images is equivalent to transforming paths that go from x > 0 to y > 0 and hit 0

into paths that go from −x to y. The bijection thus established enables one to identify the right factor to

subtract from the standard Brownian density in order to obtain the constrained propagator (Eq. 36).

Another example of path transformation is Vervaat’s construction of a Brownian excursion from a Brow-

nian bridge (228).

Let us describe now the path transformation we wish to use here. We start with a Brownian motion

B of duration t > 0. The probability density function (pdf) for such a motion to be actually a Brownian

bridge (that is, B0 = Bt = 0) is given by the Brownian propagator from 0 to 0 in time t:

f(0, 0; t) =
e−(0−0)2/2t

√
2πt

=
1√
2πt

. (37)

We constrain B to be a Brownian bridge and we let τm be the time when B attains its minimum on the

interval [0, t] – note that this minimum is non-positive. Consider now the pre-τm and the post-τm parts.

For s ∈ [0, τm], define:

W+
s = Bτm−s −Bτm , (38)

and for s ∈ [τm, t]:

W+
s = Bs − 2Bτm . (39)
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FIG. 10 Path transformation leading from a Brownian bridge with minimum −x/2 (top) to a Brownian meander with final

value x > 0 (bottom). The pre-minimum part is time-reversed and shifted upward by x/2 while the post-minimum part is

shifted upxard by x.

That is, the pre-τm part is time-reversed and the post-τm part is shifted to be appended to the new path,

as shown in Fig. 10. Recall that B(0) = 0 and note that B(τm) ≤ 0.

This path transformation produces a Brownian meander W+ of duration t, with final point x > 0, where

−x/2 is the minimum of the initial Brownian bridge.

Having reached it independently, I found out later on that, although this transformation does not exist

in the physics literature, it does in the probability literature (29; 32).

3. Propagator for the Brownian meander

The path transformation defined in Eq. 38 and 39 means that the propagator for a Brownian meander

with terminal point x > 0 is the same as the pdf for the minimum of a Brownian bridge evaluated at −x/2.

(Both meander and bridge having same duration t.) The latter is well known (85) to be x
t e
− x2

2t and thus

one obtains directly the propagator of the meander, as in Eq. 32.

One may also, thus, arrive directly at Eq 35 and understand why this equality is not a mere coincidence.

Indeed, since the path transformation is a bijection, it implies that the total probability density associated

with Brownian meanders of duration t (whatever their endpoint) is the same as that associated with Brow-

nian bridges of duration t (whatever the value of their minimum). In other terms, the partition function for

Brownian meanders of duration t is f(0, 0; t) = 1√
2πt

. And the numerator to be set against this partition
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function if one wishes to compute the propagator of a meander ending at x > 0 is simply the pdf associated

with a standard Brownian path starting from x and first hitting 0 at time t – namely the first-passage time

density ρ(x, t). Hence Eq. 35:

g(x, t) =
ρ(x, t)

f(0, 0; t)
.

Incidentally, this also explains why ∫ ∞
0

ρ(x, t) dx = f(0, 0; t); (40)

an equality which, though easily checked in the Brownian case, could have been mistaken as purely coinci-

dental, whereas it reflects the bijection between meanders and bridges.

4. Generalization to other Lévy processes

The path transformation introduced above relies only on properties of Brownian motion that are actually

valid also for symmetric stable processes, most importantly Markovian and time-reversal properties. The

same result therefore holds – more precisely, one needs to be careful with the jumps that appear in stable

processes, and it is better in this case to append the time-reversed pre-mminimum part after the post-

minimum one (30; 54; 57; 58). This leads to new equalities on the spatial integrals of first-passage-time

densities for symmetric stable processes.

For instance in the case of a Cauchy process (i.e. a symmetric α-stable process with α = 1), one finds that:∫ ∞
0

ρ(x, t) dx =
1

πt
. (41)

And also, more generally, for a symmetric α-stable process:∫ ∞
0

ρ(x, t) dx = f(0, 0; 1)t−
1
α . (42)

Thus, thanks to a path transformation, one obtains identities relating probability density functions that,

but in a few cases, are not known explicitly. We will see this at play again in the next section, where I detail

results obtained on persistence exponents and lead changes.
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C. Persistence Exponents and Lead Changes

In this section, we continue our presentation of a number of theoretical results pertaining to Brownian

motion and Lévy processes. We put the emphasis on the use of techniques such as path transformations and

reciprocal processes. Let us start with a few remarks on persistence exponents and survival probabilities.

1. Persistence and Survival

In many applications of stochastic modeling, a key question regards the time that a random process will

“survive” before reaching (or crossing, if the process has jumps) a certain point or an absorbing boundary,

away from which it started. Examples abound, from spin dynamics (13) to financial markets (163), reaction

kinetics (25), biological systems (115) or climate science (145) – to name but a few (197).

Such survival times are usually described by the exponent governing the power-law decay of the long-

time asymptotics for the first passage or first crossing time (FPT) density (13). They are linked with

the time at which the maximum is achieved (56; 139) and with excursions (fluctuations) away from the

average (14). In a handful of cases, the probability density functions (pdf) associated with the FPT at 0

can be computed exactly. For instance, for Brownian motion starting at x0 > 0 with diffusion constant

D, the image method yields the well-known density ρD(x0, τ) = x0(4πDτ3)−1/2 exp(−x2
0/4Dτ), already

recalled in the previous section. The survival probability is defined as the tail of the distribution, that is

the complementary cumulative distribution function. In the Brownian case, its leading term in the large-τ

asymptotics will decay as τ−1/2. Hence a persistence exponent θ = 1/2.

As a consequence of E. Sparre Andersen’s celebrated results (211; 212), this value of 1/2 expresses

a universal behaviour that extends to the more general case of symmetric continuous-time Markov pro-

cesses (60; 143; 197; 241), even when the method of images breaks down (60). In the case of skewed

processes, however, the situation is more complex and offers a larger variety of exponents (144). De Mu-

latier et al (174) showed that the persistence exponent associated with the survival probability P
(x0)
LF for

asymmetric Lévy flights5 with stability index α 6= 1 and asymmetry parameter β ∈ [−1, 1] can be computed

exactly: the result is a family of exponents θ(α, β), which continuously deviates from the Sparre Andersen

value of 1/2 (recovered for β = 0).

In the case of non Markov processes, persistence exponents have been studied especially in connection

with non-equilibrium dynamics and turbulence (121; 162; 168; 176; 181; 183). Particular interest has been

devoted to dynamical phenomena involving extreme-value processes (21; 47; 82; 159; 160; 161; 208). Ben-

Naim and Krapivsky (22) computed the persistence exponent associated with the order statistics of two

Brownian maxima (see Fig. 11). They showed that if m1−m2 = a > 0 initially, the probability P
(a)
BM (t) that

the maxima have remained ordered in the same way up to a time τ , decays, when τ is large, like τ−δ, where δ

5 In the physics literature, Lévy flights are α-stable processes (or discrete-time random walks with heavy-tailed jump distri-
butions, that converge to α-stable processes). See also the next subsection, where we recall definitions.
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FIG. 11 Sample path, until it first crosses 0, of the non Markov process m1(t)−m2(t), where m1 and m2 are the running

maxima of two independent Brownian walkers.

is linked to the diffusion constants of the Brownian particles as follows: δ(D1, D2) = (1/π) arctan(
√
D2/D1).

In particular, when D1 = D2, δ = 1/4.

In (190), I established a formula that relates the survival probability of certain Lévy flights (therefore

Markov processes) studied by de Mulatier et al., with the survival probability examined by Ben-Naim and

Krapivsky in a non Markovian context. This formula allows one to show how the persistence exponents in

both cases are directly related via:

δ(D1, D2) = θ(α, β)/2, (43)

with α = 1/2 and β =
(√
D1 −

√
D2

)
/
(√
D1 +

√
D2

)
. The result also reveals how the 1/4-exponent

obtained in (22) when D1 = D2, can be derived directly from the Sparre-Andersen universal behaviour of

an underlying, hidden Markov process governing the order statistics of the two Brownian maxima.

A key point on which I based my reasoning is the fact, noted by P. Lévy (152), that the path of the

running-maximum process, M(t), of a Brownian motion, is increasing and therefore admits a reciprocal

function6. This function corresponds to a process, T (x), which is also increasing. But contrary to M(t),

T (x) is Markovian. Let us first recall some details about the T process and about general Lévy-Brownian

processes.

2. Hitting Times of New Maxima

Consider a Brownian motion on the real line, with diffusion constant D and with position at time t

given by B(t). From B, the maximum (or supremum) process, that corresponds to the running maximum

of the Brownian motion at time t, is defined as M(t) = max {B(τ), 0 ≤ τ ≤ t}. One of the difficulties when

working with Brownian maxima is the fact that M is not a Markov process. In some cases, this difficulty can

be circumvented by working with M(t) − B(t) which is Markovian (and remarkably happens to be simply

6 One just needs to take care of the “plateaux” in the supremum function, that lead to discontinuities in the reciprocal
function.
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a reflected Brownian motion (152)). In other cases, it can prove useful to rely on a perhaps lesser-known

process, associated with the times when new maxima are achieved: T (x) = inf {t ≥ 0, B(t) = x}.

Lévy showed that T is Markovian and α-stable with α = 1/2, since the characteristic function (which is

just the Fourier transform of the law) of the random variable T (x) has the form (152):

E
[
eiuT (x)

]
= e−(1−i sign(u))x

√
|u|
2D , (44)

where E [. . . ] denotes probabilistic expectation, and sign(u) is the sign of u. When the diffusion constant D

is 1/2, this process is called the standard stable subordinator of index 1/2. Its propagator can be expressed

easily (173) from the first-passage time density of Brownian motion, and one finds a transition kernel from

s to t > s in a “time” a given by:

ρD(a, t− s) =
a√

4πD(t− s)3
e−

a2

4D(t−s) . (45)

(Recall that here a is the time parameter for the T process, while s and t correspond to positions. Also, note

that this is a densitiy in t and therefore will be multiplied by dt upon integration so that, dimension-wise,

there is nothing wrong with the denominator.)

Stable subordinators are an example of α-stable processes. These processes play an important role in

line with the generalized central limit theorem (97): so-called Lévy flights, also known as Lévy-Brownian

motions (88), have emerged as powerful tools to model non Gaussian phenomena (128; 180; 182; 199; 240).

They are continuous time Markov processes that can be described in Langevin formalism as generalized

Brownian motion, where the driving term, instead of a simple Gaussian white noise is a general Lévy noise ζ,

that induces independent increments identically distributed according to an α-stable law (88): ẋ(t) = ζ(t).

Such stable laws are specified by four parameters (7; 33): their stability index α ∈]0, 2], a scale parameter

σ, a location parameter µ, and a skewness parameter β. For α 6= 1, the characteristic function of their

position X at time t admits the following Lévy-Khintchine general form (143):

E
[
eiuX(t)

]
= eiµu−σ

αt|u|α(1−iβ tan(π2 α)sign(u)). (46)

Standard Brownian motion corresponds to α = 2, the Cauchy-Lorentz process is α = 1, β = 0, and the

so-called Lévy-Smirnov process, with α = 1/2, β = 1, is the same as the stable subordinator mentioned

above.

3. Time-lag Process

Let now B1 and B2 be two independent Brownian walkers. Write m1 and m2 for their running maxima

and write T1 and T2 for the associated hitting-time processes as defined in the previous subsection. We set

Z(x) = T2(x)− T1(x) and call Z the time-lag process: indeed, if Z(x) = τ , it means that, compared to B1,

B2 first hit x with a delay τ .

The important point here is that if m1 and m2 switch order, so will T1 and T2, and therefore Z will

change signs. One can therefore compute the probability that m1 and m2 remain in the same order up to
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time t by examining the probability that Z remains positive on the interval [0,m1(t)] (of course, one will

need to pay attention to the fact that the right-hand side of this interval is itself a random variable).

Let us first determine the characteristic function of Z(x), in terms of the diffusion constants D1 and D2.

Using the independence of T1 and T2, one has:

E
[
eiuZ(x)

]
= E

[
eiuT2(x)

]
E
[
e−iuT1(x)

]
. (47)

Substituting formula (44) for the characteristic functions on the right-hand side yields:

E
[
eiuZ(x)

]
= exp

{
−
(

1− i
√
D1 −

√
D2√

D1 +
√
D2

sign(u)

) (√
D1 +

√
D2√

2D1D2

)
x
√
| u |

}
. (48)

From this characteristic function and (46), one can readily identify an α-stable process with α = 1/2, and

asymmetry coefficient β =
(√
D1 −

√
D2

)
/
(√
D1 +

√
D2

)
. One immediately notices that when the diffusion

constants are the same, β will be zero and therefore Z will simply be a symmetric Lévy flight.

We refer the reader to (190) for detailed formulae, let me simply mention here two main results:

• the survival probability, that is, here, the probability that the initial order (say, m1 > m2) is preserved

up to time t, decreases asymptotically as t−θ(β)/2, where θ(β) = 1/2 − 2/π arctan(β) (this is the

persistence exponent for a 1/2-stable Lévy process with asymmetry parameter β (174)).

• when the two Brownian motions have the same diffusion constant, β = 0 and θ(β) = 1/2. So that the

“anomalous” 1/4-exponent computed in (22) emerges in fact from the underlying standard Sparre

Andersen behaviour of the time-lag process.

Using hitting-time processes, I was thus able to establish a bijection between persistence exponents of

non-Markov processes (maxima of Brownian motions) and persistence exponents of Markov processes (time-

lag processes). After the publication of these results (190), a collaboration was initiated with Eli Ben-Naim

and Paul Krapivsky to study not only persistence but also lead changes in the order of Brownian maxima.

4. Average number of lead changes

The survival probability of the initial order of two Brownian maxima may be viewed as the probability

that there is not any lead change taking place between the two maxima, up to time t. Now we ask: what

is the probability that there are n lead changes taking place? Or, if we cannot compute this distribution,

can we at least compute its first moment, the average number of lead changes taking place up to a time t?

In (23), we were able to compute this average number and also, thanks to a path transformation argument,

to generalize our result to Lévy processes other than simple Brownian motion. I give below the main lines

of the reasoning; all details can be found in (23).

As before, we denote by m1 and m2 the maxima of two independent, standard Brownian motion. If

m1(t) = m > 0, the probability that m2 becomes the leader in the interval [t, t+ ∆t] is given by the
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probability that the first passage time of x2 at level m is in [t, t+ ∆t]. Let us write ρ(m, t) for the first-

passage density, and Q(m, t) for the density of the maximum. Then, integrating over m leads to the time

derivative of the average number n(t) of lead changes7

dn(t)

dt
= 2

∫ ∞
0

ρ(m, t)Q(m, t) dm. (50)

(The multiplicative factor 2 on the right-hand side takes into account that m2(t) could have been the leader.)

In the case of Brownian motion, the density of the maximum is of course known, as well as the first-

passage density ρ(m, t) (152; 197) (as recalled in the previous sections).

Now we stand in fact in a situation similar to that of Section I.A.3: the integral in Eq. 50 can be computed,

in the Brownian case, because all densities are well known and tractable. However we wish to find a more

general way of evaluating the integral in Eq. 50, without reference to the explicit form of Q or ρ, so that

the result will hold for more general processes – not just for Brownian motion.

By construction, the integrand in Eq 50 corresponds to the product of probability densities associated

with two independent paths: (i) a path first hitting m at time t, and (ii) a path having on [0, t] a maximum

equal to m attained at some time τ∗. We show in Figure 12 a transformation that puts in one-to-one

correspondence pairs of paths (i) and (ii) with paths of duration 2t attaining their maximum at time t .

More precisely with “one half” only of these, since the transformation produces only paths with non-positive

final value. (We omit here the technical details of the path transformation.) When integrating over m the

product ρ(m, t)Q(m, t), we therefore obtain one half of the probability density associated with Brownian

paths of duration 2t attaining their maximum at time t. This density is easily derived from the arcsine

law (151; 152), which we already encountered in Section I.A.3.

Thus, ∫ ∞
0

ρ(m, t)Q(m, t) dm =
1

2

1

π
√
t(2t− t)

=
1

2πt
. (51)

Combining Eq. 51 with Eq. 50, one obtains a very simple expression for the average number number of lead

changes up to time t:

n(t) ∼ 1

π ln t
. (52)

As was the case with path transformations in the previous sections, one main advantage is that the result

may be generalized to processes other than Brownian motion.

7 Note that, similarly to the average number of facets on convex hulls of Lévy-Brownian paths (see Section I.A.1), n(t) may
be seen formally as the expectation of a sum of indicator functions:

“ n(t) = E

 ∫
∆t≤ s≤ t

IAs,s+ds

 ” (49)

where IAs,s+ds is the indicator function of the event “a lead change occurs in the time interval [s, s+ ds]”. The time

derivative of n(t) is therefore indeed the same as the (infinitesimal) probability that a lead change occurs in [t, t+ dt].
(The starting point of the sum, ∆t, is a cut-off on the initial instants, when infinitely many lead changes may occur – it
plays the same role as the cut-off parameter when counting edges or facets on the convex hull of Lévy processes. We omit
∆t here, or equivalently set it equal to 1. That is, implicitly, we focus on the large-t behaviour.)
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FIG. 12 Path transformation leading directly to Eq. 51: split the second Brownian path (top right) into its pre-maximum

part and its post-maximum part (these two parts are independent by property of the time at which a Markov process attains

its maximum); reverse time in the pre-maximum part (in green) and shift downward by −m the post-maximum part (in blue);

concatenating this with the other, independent Brownian path (top left), one obtains a new Brownian path of double duration

(bottom). Note that its final value will be non-positive, and its maximum, also equal to m, will be attained at time t.

For symmetric α-stable processes, we denote by Qα(m, t) the probability density of the maximum process

and by ρα(m, t) the density of the first passage time at level m. Following the same reasoning as above, we

write for the average rate at which lead changes take place:

dn

dt
= 2

∫ ∞
0

ρα(m, t)Qα(m, t) dm. (53)

And we find that

2

∫ ∞
0

ρα(m, t)Qα(m, t) dm =
1

πt
, (54)

since the path transformation as well as the arcsine law are both valid for a wide class of Lévy processes (incl.

symmetric α-stable processes). The key points are: cyclic exchangeability of the jumps (which is guaranteed

when these are independent and identically distributed), a continuous and symmetric jump distribution,

and a certain type of regularity for the supremum, see (33; 139). Fig. 13 illustrates the “universality” of the

average number of lead changes.

5. Distribution of the number of lead changes

Let us now study the probability fn(t) to have exactly n lead changes until time t. We saw before that

for two independent Brownian motion, the probability to have no lead change scales as f0 ∼ t−1/4 (22; 190).
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FIG. 13 The average number of lead changes n(t) versus time t. Shown (top to bottom) are simulation results for two

independent Lévy stable processes with stability index µ = 1/2, µ = 1, µ = 3/2 and for standard (Brownian) random walks

(µ > 2). Inset: Plot of d lnn/dt illustrating that the amplitude A is universal and equal to 1/π.

Since fn(t) can be interpreted as the probability that the (n + 1)-th lead change takes place after time t,

the probability density for the (n+ 1)-th lead change to occur at time t is given by −dfn/dt. In particular,

from f0, one can write down the conditional probability density gs of the time of the next lead change, given

that it takes place after time s:

gs(τ) =
1

f0(s)

[
−df0(τ)

dτ

]
∼ s 1

4 τ−
5
4 . (55)

Now, f1(t) is the probability that a first lead change occurs at some time s ∈ [0, t] and that the next

lead change after s occurs at some time τ ≥ t. The probability density associated with such a configuration

is thus simply proportional to[
−df0

ds

]
×
∫ ∞
t

gs(τ) dτ ∼ s−
5
4 × s 1

4 t−
1
4 ∼ s−1 t−

1
4 .

Integrating over s (we could again introduce a cut-off ∆s, but this is akin to a discretization of time, so we

might as well work in the large-t limit and set s ∈ [1, t− 1]), one finds

f1(t) ∼
∫ t−1

1

s−1t−
1
4 ds ∼ t−

1
4 ln t.

Hence, there is a logarithmic enhancement of the probability to have one lead change compared with having

no lead change. The above argument can be generalized to arbitrary n (by induction) to yield

fn ∼ t−
1
4 [ln t]

n
. (56)

Thus the logarithmic enhancement observed in f1 is raised to the power n in fn.

We probed the behavior of the cumulative distribution Fn(t) =
∑

0≤k≤n fk(t) using numerical simula-

tions. The quantity Fn(t) is the probability that the number of lead changes in the time interval [0, t] does
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not exceed n. The dominant contribution to Fn is provided by fn and hence

Fn(t) ∼ t−
1
4 [ln t]

n
. (57)

Eq. (57) is confirmed numerically for n = 1 and n = 2 in Fig. 14.

The distribution of the number of lead changes in the case of Lévy symmetric stable processes can be

established in a similar manner. Namely, one realizes that the derivation of (56) is fully transferable: one

must only use the proper persistence exponent. Thus

fn(t) ∼ t−β(α) [ln t]
n
, (58)

where β(α) is the persistence exponent characterizing the survival probability of the initial order of the

maxima, for two independent symmetric stable processes with the same stability index α.
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D. Residence Times

In the previous section, we have seen another example of path transformation at work, leading to explicit

results for more general processes than Brownian motion. We now turn to questions pertaining to what

mathematicians call local times and physicists residence times. This is a recent work (192), in collaboration

with Sidney Redner (Santa Fe Institute, New Mexico). We retrieve some existing results and establish new

ones using first-passage densities and generating functions.

Suppose that a diffusing particle in one dimension starts at x0 > 0 and is absorbed, or equivalently, dies,

when x = 0 is reached.

x

x

x
0 t

T

dx

0

FIG. 15 Schematic trajectory of a diffusing particle in space time that starts at x0 and is absorbed at time T0 (square). The

time T (x) that the particle spends in [x, x+ dx] is indicated by the colored segments.

We are concerned here with the basic question (see Fig. 15): How much time does the particle spend in the

range [x, x+ dx] before being absorbed? We term this latter quantity as the residence time. The properties

of the residence time have been addressed in the mathematics literature by local-time theorems (138; 152;

173; 194) that specify the time that a Brownian particle spends in the region [x, x + dx] before being

absorbed when the origin is reached. When x < x0, the distribution of this residence time was shown to

be related to the distribution of the radial distance of a two-dimensional Brownian motion (138; 194). If

the particle wanders in a finite domain with reflection at the domain boundary and absorption at a given

point (or points) within the domain, the residence time at each site is related to the first-passage time to

the absorbing set (27; 28; 71). This general formalism allows one to compute both the average residence

time and the distribution of residence times at a given location.

While the consequences of local-time theorems are profound, the mathematical literature is sometimes

presented in a style that is not readily accessible to the community of physicists who study random walks,

and some of the results derived in Refs. (27; 28; 71) are extremely general in their formulation. In this

work, we investigate residence-time phenomena for both continuum diffusion and the discrete random walk

by using simple ideas and approaches from first-passage processes. We focus on cases where the particle is

eventually absorbed at a specified boundary (e.g., one specific side of an interval) and/or starts close to this

boundary. Some of these situations have been treated previously in Ref. (3), by a more formal approach

than that presented here.
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1. Residence Time for Diffusion

Isotropic diffusion on the semi-infinite line

Consider a particle with diffusion coefficient D that starts at x0 and is absorbed when x = 0 is reached.

For such a particle, the image method gives the probability density for the particle to be at position x > 0

as (97; 197)

P (x, t) =
1√

4πDt

[
e−(x−x0)2/4Dt − e−(x+x0)2/4Dt

]
. (59)

The average time T (x) that the particle, which starts at x0, spends in the range [x, x + dx] before being

absorbed at x = 0 (Fig. 15) is simply the integral of the probability density over all time, times dx (see

Refs. (98; 99; 100; 172; 215) for related approaches). Performing this integral, with P (x, t) from Eq. (59),

the residence time T (x) is given by

T (x) = dx

∫ ∞
0

dt P (x, t) =


x

D
dx x < x0 ,

x0

D
dx x > x0 .

(60)

To illustrate this result, we present simulations for a nearest-neighbor random walk that starts at:

(a) x0 = 1 and (b) x0 = 10 in Fig. 16. As a function of the number of walks in the ensemble, T (x) slowly

converges to the asymptotic time-independent value in Eq. (60). A curious feature of this residence-time

data is that it becomes erratic for large x, as shown in Figs. 16 (c) and (d). We can understand the

origin of these large fluctuations by the following rough argument: for a diffusing particle that starts at x0,

the probability S(t) that it survives until time t is S(t) = erf
(
x0/
√

4Dt
)
' x0/

√
4Dt for t → ∞ (197).

For M random walks, we estimate the longest lived of them by the extreme-statistics criterion S(tmax) '

1/M (109; 146), which states that one out of M walks survives until at least time tmax. This criterion

gives tmax ' (Mx0)2/4D. Correspondingly, the maximal range reached by an ensemble ofM random walks

is, roughly, xmax ∼
√
Dtmax ∼ Mx0. We now use this estimate to determine the large-x fluctuations in

Figs. 16(c) and (d). To obtain an accuracy of, say, 10%, in N(x), the number of times that the lattice

site at x is visited by a random walk, we need roughly 100 walks to reach this value of x. Since xmax

scales linearly in the number of realizations, roughly m = 100 walks will reach a distance x = Mx0/m.

For example, for 25000 walks starting at x0 = 1, roughly 100 of them will reach x = 250. Thus up to

x ≈ 250, the variation in N(x) should be smaller than 10%, and beyond this point fluctuations should

become progressively more pronounced. This estimate is consistent with the data of Figs. 16 (c) and (d).

The approach given here can be readily extended to any situation where the spatial probability distri-

bution can be computed explicitly. We now investigate three such cases: (a) biased diffusion, (b) diffusion

constrained to remain in the interval [0, L], and (c) diffusion exterior to an absorbing sphere in general

spatial dimension d.
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FIG. 16 Simulation results for N(x), the average number of times that a random walk visits x when it starts at: (a) x0 = 1,

and (b) x0 = 10. Here N(x) is the discrete analog of the residence time T (x). (c) & (d): The same data as in (a) and (b) over

the full range of x.

Biased diffusion on the semi-infinite line

Suppose that a diffusing particle also experiences a constant bias velocity −v that systematically pushes

the particle towards the origin, so that the average time for the particle to reach the origin is finite. For a

diffusing particle that starts at x0, its probability density can be obtained by the image method (78; 197),

and is given by

P (x, t) =
1√

4πDt

[
e−(x−x0+vt)2/4Dt − e−vx0/D e−(x+x0+vt)2/4Dt

]
. (61)

Notice that the magnitude of the image particle is different from that of the initial particle, while the

velocities of the initial and image particles are the same.

We again integrate this expression over all time and obtain, for the average time that the particle spends
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in [x, x+ dx] before it dies:

T (x) =


dx

v

[
1− e−vx/D

]
x < x0 ,

dx

v
e−vx/D

[
evx0/D − 1

]
x > x0 .

(62a)

For v → 0, Eq. (60) is recovered, while in the opposite limit of v →∞, (62a) reduces to

T (x)→


dx

v
x < x0 ,

dx

v
e−v(x−x0)/D x > x0 .

(62b)

As one might expect, the time spent in [x, x + dx] with x < x0 is just that of a ballistic particle, while it

is exponentially unlikely for the particle to reach the classically forbidden region x > x0 for large Péclet

number, vx/D.

Diffusion in a finite interval

Suppose that an isotropically diffusing particle is constrained to remain within the interval [0, L] and is

eventually absorbed at x = 0. We again want the time T (x) that the particle spends in [x, x+ dx] before it

dies. As in the previous two subsections, we need the spatial probability distribution for a diffusing particle

with absorbing boundary conditions at 0 and at L. A straightforward computation of this distribution is

unwieldy, as it involves either an infinite Fourier series or an infinite number of images.

However, we can avoid this complication by noticing that we only want the integral of the probability

distribution over all time, which corresponds to its Laplace transform at Laplace variable s = 0. The Laplace

transform satisfies sP̃−δ(x−x0) = DP̃xx, where P̃ denotes the Laplace transform and the subscript denotes

partial differentiation. For s = 0, this reduces to the Laplace equation

DP̃xx = −δ(x− x0) .

We solve this equation separately in the subdomains x < x0 and x > x0, impose the boundary conditions,

continuity of the solution at x = x0, and the joining condition D
(
P̃x|>− P̃x|<

)
= −1 to give, after standard

steps,

P̃ =
x<
D

(
1− x>

L

)
, (63)

where P̃x|> is the derivative just to the right of x0 (and similarly for P̃x|<), and x< = min(x, x0), x> =

max(x, x0).

Finally, to obtain T (x), we need to multiply the above distribution by the probability that the particle
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FIG. 17 The average residence time density T (x)/dx for a diffusing particle that is constrained to remain within the interval

[0, L] until it exits at x = 0. Shown are the cases: (a) x0 = 0.25L, (b) x0 = 0.5L and (c) x0 = 0.75L.

eventually exits the strip at x = 0, which is simply 1− x
L . Thus we have

T (x) = dx

∫ ∞
0

dt P (x, t)
(

1− x

L

)
= P̃ (x, s = 0)

(
1− x

L

)
dx ,

=


x

D

(
1− x0

L

)(
1− x

L

)
dx x < x0 ,

x0

D

(
1− x

L

)2

dx x > x0 .

(64)

The maximum residence time occurs at x = x0 for x0 < L/2 and then “sticks” at x = L/2 for x0 ≥ L/2,

with a cusp always occurring at x = x0 (Fig. 17). In the limit L→∞, we recover the result (60) for diffusion

on the semi-infinite line.

Diffusion exterior to a sphere in dimension d > 2

We now determine the residence time for a diffusing particle that wanders in the region exterior to an

absorbing sphere of radius a, a geometry that is the analog of the semi-infinite system in one dimension.

Without loss of generality, we take the initial condition to be a spherical shell of unit total probability at

radius r0. We first treat the case of spatial dimensions d > 2 and then the special case of d = 2.

For general d, we need to solve the Laplace equation

D∇2P̃ = − 1

Ωd r
d−1
0

δ(r − r0) , (65)

where Ωd is the surface area of a d-dimensional unit sphere and r0 is the radial coordinate of the starting

point. Because of the spherically symmetric source term, angular coordinates are irrelevant. We therefore

separately solve P̃ ′′ + d−1
r P̃ ′ = 0 in the subdomains a < r < r0 and r0 < r, and then impose the absorbing

boundary condition at r = a and the joining condition by integrating (65) over an infinitesimal interval than

includes x0. The result of these standard manipulations is

P̃ (r) =
1

D(2− d)Ωd

[(r<
a

)2−d
− 1

]
r2−d
> . (66)

To obtain T (r), the average residence time in a shell of radius r and thickness dr, we again need to

multiply the above expression by the probability that the particle eventually hits the sphere, which, for
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FIG. 18 The residence time density T (r)/dr for a diffusing particle that starts at r0 = 10 exterior to a sphere of radius 1

in: (a) d = 3 and (b) d = 5.

d > 2, is simply (a/r)d−2 (197). Thus we have

T (r) = Ωd r
d−1P̃ (r)

(a
r

)d−2

dr ,

=


dr

D(d− 2)

(a
r

)d−2[
1−

(a
r

)d−2]rd−1

rd−2
0

r < r0 ,

dr

D(d− 2)

(a
r

)d−2[
1−

( a
r0

)d−2]
r r > r0 .

(67)

Two representative results are shown in Fig. 18. For large spatial dimension, a particle that eventually hits

the sphere of radius a must do so quickly. Thus the residence time in the domain r > r0 must necessarily

be small, as shown in Fig. 18 (b) for d = 5.

In spatial dimension d = 2, the result analogous to Eq. (66) is

P̃ (r) =
1

2πD
ln
r<
a
. (68)

Since a diffusing particle always reaches the absorbing sphere in d = 2, we immediately have

T (r) = 2πrP̃ (r) dr. (69)

2. Visitation by a Discrete Random Walk

We now investigate the corresponding residence time for a symmetric random walk in the semi-infinite

one-dimensional domain [0,∞]. The walk starts at lattice site x0 and is absorbed when it first reaches x = 0.

The analog of the residence time is N(x), the number of times that the random walk visits site x (excluding

the initial visit if x = x0) before the walk dies. We use the generating function approach to derive this

quantity for the case of x0 = 1.
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Average number of revisits to x = 1

For a random walk that starts at x0 = 1 and is absorbed at x = 0, the number of steps in the walk is

necessarily odd. For convenience, we write this number as 2n+ 1, with n an arbitrary non-negative integer.

We define A(n, k) as the number of random-walk paths that start at x0 = 1, take the first step to the right

(thus upward in the space-time representation of Fig. 19), and make k revisits to x = 1, before dying at the

(2n+ 1)st step. The number of such paths was found in (35) and is given by

A(n, k) =
k (2n− k − 1)!

(n− k)!n!
, (70)

which happens to be directly related to the triangular Catalan numbers (12; 149). To compute the average

number of revisits to x = 1, we will need P(k |n), the conditional probability for a path to make exactly k

revisits to x = 1 before dying at step 2n+ 1. This probability is

P(k |n) = A(n, k)/Cn , (71)

where Cn = 1
n+1

(
2n
n

)
is the nth Catalan number (216), which counts the total number of random walks of

2n steps that start at x = 0, remain in the region x ≥ 0, and return to x = 0 at step 2n. For what follows,

we will also need

P (n) = Cn/2
2n , (72)

the probability that a random walk starting at x0 = 1 first hits 0 at step 2n+ 1.

x

t

FIG. 19 Space-time trajectory of a one-dimensional random walk of 2n + 1 = 13 steps that starts at x = 1 and makes 3

revisits to x = 1 (red circles) before being absorbed at x = 0 (square). This path contributes to A(6, 3).

From Eqs. (70) and (71), we have

P(k |n) =
k (2n− k − 1)! (n+ 1)!

(n− k)! (2n)!
= k

(
n+ 1

k + 1

)/(
2n

k + 1

)
. (73)

Thus the number of revisits to x = 1, averaged over all walks of 2n+ 1 steps is given by

〈k〉n =

∞∑
k=1

kP(k |n) . (74)

Using expression (73) for P(k |n) in the above average, we obtain the remarkably simple result

〈k〉n =

∞∑
k=1

k2

(
n+ 1

k + 1

)/(
2n

k + 1

)
=

3n

n+ 2
. (75)
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For long paths of 2n+ 1 steps, there are, on average, 3 revisits to x = 1, after which the walk immediately

dies.

We now determine the number of revisits to x = 1 upon also averaging over all n. This double average

is

〈〈k〉〉 =
∑
n,k≥1

kP(n, k) . (76)

Here P(n, k) is the joint probability that the walk first reaches x = 0 at step 2n+ 1, and the walk makes k

revisits to x = 1 within 2n+ 1 steps. This joint probability is

P(n, k) = P(k |n)P (n) =
A(n, k)

Cn

Cn
22n

=
A(n, k)

22n
. (77)

The average in (76) may now be expressed in terms of the generating function for P(n, k):

g(x, y) =
∑
n,k≥1

P(n, k)xn yk =
∑
n,k≥1

1

22n
A(n, k)xn yk ,

=
∑
n,k≥1

1

22n

(2n− k − 1)! k

(n− k)!n!
xn yk ,

=
xy

2− xy + 2
√

1− x
, (78)

Which was derived in (35) (see also (217)). In terms of the generating function, we immediately obtain the

remarkably simple result

〈〈k〉〉 =
∑
n,k≥1

kP(n, k)xn yk
∣∣∣
(1,1)

= y
∂g

∂y

∣∣∣∣
(1,1)

= 2 . (79)

There are, on average, 2 revisits to x = 1 in the ensemble of all random walks that start at x = 1, take their

first step to the right, and are eventually absorbed at x = 0.

We can extend Eq. (75) to higher integer moments of the average number of revisits to x = 1 for walks

of 2n+ 1 steps. The first few of these fixed-n moments are:

〈k2〉n =
n(13n− 1)

(2 + n)(3 + n)
,

〈k3〉n =
15n2(5n− 1)

(2 + n)(3 + n)(4 + n)
,

〈k4〉n =
541n2 − 196n2 + 11n2 + 4n

(2 + n)(3 + n)(4 + n)(5 + n)
, (80a)

etc. We can similarly compute the higher integer moments of the number of revisits to x = 1, averaged over

all walk lengths, and the first few are:

〈〈k2〉〉 = 6 〈〈k3〉〉 = 26 〈〈k4〉〉 = 150 〈〈k5〉〉 = 1082 , (80b)

etc. Parenthetically, these numbers are also the first few ones in sequence A000629 in the On-Line Encyclo-

pedia of Integer Sequences (209)
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In the next paragraph, we will also need the generating function when the first step of the walk can

equiprobably be to the right or to the left. This leads to the possibility that the total number of steps

2n + 1 = 1, i.e., n = 0, for which the number of revisits to 1 equals zero. The generating function for the

joint probability P(n, k) for this ensemble of random walks therefore is

G(x, y) =
∑
n,k≥0

P(n, k)xn yk = 1
2

[
1 + g(x, y)

]
,

=
1

2

(
1 +

xy

2− xy + 2
√

1− x

)
, (81)

where the term 1
2 comes from the walk that initially steps to the left and is immediately absorbed. Notice

that y ∂G∂y
∣∣
(1,1)

= 1, which is consistent with Eq. 78: half of all paths die immediately upon the first step,

and thus never return to 1, while the other half return twice, on average, as derived in Eq. 79.

Average number of visits to x = 2

We now extend the above approach to determine the number of revisits to x = 2 for a walk that starts

at x = 1 and is constrained to take its first step to the right. For this purpose, we define three random

variables that characterize this set of walks:

• 2n+ 1, the total number of steps in the walk when it dies;

• k, the number of visits to x = 2 (including the first visit);

• `, the number of excursions that lie above the level x = 1.

Since an excursion is a path that lies between two successive returns to x = 1 (and thus always remains

above x = 1), the minimal length excursion is the path 1→ 2→ 1.

We want the ensemble average of the number of revisits to x = 2. To facilitate this calculation, it is

useful to define the three-variable generating function

G(x, y, z) =
∑
n≥1

∑
1≤`≤n

∑
`≤k≤n

P (n, k, `) xn yk z` , (82)

which encodes all paths according to (n, k, `). We also label each successive excursion of the path above

x = 1 by the index 1 ≤ i ≤ `, and we introduce the variables 2mi and ji, respectively, for the number of

steps in the ith such excursion, and the number of returns to x = 2 in this excursion (Fig. 20). As shown

in this figure, 2mi counts the number of steps that lie above x = 2. Thus for an excursion that goes from

x = 1 to x = 2 and immediately returns to x = 1, mi = 0. In addition, ji counts the number of revisits to

2, so that the total number of visits to x = 2 in the ith excursion above x = 1 is ji + 1. The variables ji,

mi, and ` must satisfy the geometric constraints (see Fig. 20):

j1 + j2 + · · ·+ j` + ` = k ,

m1 +m2 + · · ·+ml + ` = n ,

ji ≤ mi .

(83)
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FIG. 20 Schematic space-time trajectory of a random walk that starts at x = 1 and has 3 revisits to x = 1 (red circles) and

k = 10 revisits to x = 2 (green squares). There are ` = 3 excursions above x = 1. Immediately after a revisit to x = 1, the

next revisit to x = 2 is shown as a solid green square.

Using these definitions, the three-variable generating function G(x, y, z) can be functionally expressed in

terms of G(x, y) defined in Eq. 81 as (see the Appendix for details of this derivation)

G(x, y, z) =
∑
`≥1

P (`) [x y z G(x, y)]
`
, (84)

where P (`) is the probability that there are ` excursions above x = 1 averaged over walks of any length,

which is also the distribution of the number of returns to x = 1. Thus one may compute P (`) as the marginal

of the joint distribution of the number of steps and the number of excursions:

P (`) =
∑
n≥1

P(n, `) =
∑
n≥1

1

22n
A(n, `) . (85)

The above sum starts at n = 1 because we are imposing the condition that the first step of the walk is to the

right. Consequently the three-variable generating function in Eq. 84 will ultimately be expressed in terms

of the restricted generating function g. Comparing the above formula with the first line of Eq. 78, we obtain

G(x, y, z) =
∑
`≥1

P (`)
[
x y z G(x, y)

]`
=
∑
`≥1

∑
n≥1

1

22n
A(n, `)

[
x y z G(x, y)

]`
= g
(
1, x y z G(x, y)

)
. (86)

It is now straightforward to calculate of 〈k〉. From the definition of the generating function Eq. 82, we have

〈k〉 = y
∂G
∂y

∣∣∣
x=y=z=1

,

= y
∂g

∂y

∣∣∣
x=y=1

[
G(1, 1) + y

∂G

∂y

∣∣∣
x=y=1

]
,

= 2× (1 + 1) ,

= 4 . (87)
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A random walk thus visits x = 2 twice as often as x = 1, as already predicted by the continuum solu-

tion (Eq. 60).

Average number of visits to x > 2

The ensemble average of the number of visits to a given level x > 2 may be readily computed by

induction. We start by calculating the average number of visits to x = 3, and it will become apparent that

this approach applies for any x > 2. Each time a random walk reaches x = 2, there are two possibilities at

the next step: the walk may step forward to x = 3 or step back to x = 1, each with probability 1
2 . Let us

first assume that the walk goes to x = 3, which occurs with probability 1
2 . Each time this event occurs, we

now ask: what is the average number of visits to x = 3 (including this first visit) before the walk returns to

x = 2?

With probability 1
2 , the walk may immediately return to x = 2, in which case, there is one visit to x = 3.

On the other hand, if the walk steps to x = 4, we have the same situation as that discussed before for the

number of revisits to 1. Namely, if we view x = 3 as the starting point, we know that there are 2 revisits to

x = 3 and thus 3 visits to x = 3, on average, before the walk steps back to x = 2. Thus each time x = 3 is

reached, there are (1

2
× 1
)

+
(1

2
× 3
)

= 2

two visits, on average, to x = 3.

For a walk that reaches x = 2, the average number of visits to x = 3 for this visit to x = 2 therefore is(1

2
× 0
)

+
(1

2
× 2
)

= 1 .

The first term corresponds to the contribution from a walk that steps from x = 2 to x = 1 without hitting

x = 3, and the second term is the contribution when the walk steps from x = 2 to x = 3.

To summarize, each time the walk visits x = 2, there is, on average, one visit to x = 3, before the walk

is at x = 2 again. Clearly, this reasoning that determines the number of visits to x + 1 for each visit to x

applies inductively for any level x ≥ 2. Thus we conclude that the average number of times that a random

walk visits a given level x ≥ 2, equals 4, in agreement with the simulation results in Fig. 16(a). Clearly,

our argument also applies for any starting point of the walk x0, as long as we restrict to coordinates with

x > x0 + 1.

Time of the First Revisit

In addition to the number of revisits to x = 1 by a random walk excursion that starts at x = 1 and is

eventually absorbed, we are interested in the time at which the first revisit occurs. This time characterizes

the shape of the space-time trajectory of a random walk. Since the walk starts at x = 1 and ends at x = 0,

its space-time shape is essentially that of a Brownian excursion — a Brownian trajectory that starts at

x = 0, remains above x = 0 for all 0 < t < T , and returns to x = 0 for the first time at t = T . The average

shape of a Brownian excursion has been shown to be semi-circular (14; 69). From this shape, we might
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anticipate that the first revisit to x = 1 is unlikely to occur for t near T/2 because such a revisit involves

a large fluctuation from the average trajectory. Instead, it seems more likely that the first revisit to x = 1

will occur either near the beginning or the end of the excursion, a feature that evokes the famous arcsine

laws (97; 152; 173). We now show that this expectation is correct.

Time of first return to 1 for fixed walk length n

Consider a random walk that starts at x = 1, takes its first step to the right, and is absorbed at x = 0

after T = 2n+ 1 steps. What is the probability P (2m |T ) that such a walk revisits x = 1 for the first time

at step τ1 = 2m? Since the walk necessarily revisits x = 1 at step 2n by definition, and the walk could

revisit x = 1 immediately after 2 steps, m satisfies the constraint 1 ≤ m ≤ n. The number of walks that

revisit x = 1 after 2m steps may be obtained by decomposing the full path into two constituents (Fig. 21):

• Excursions of (2m− 2) steps that wander in the domain x ≥ 2 — the number of such paths is Cm−1;

• Excursions of (2n−2m) steps that wander in the domain x ≥ 1 — the number of such paths is Cn−m.

The first part accounts for the first return to x = 1 at step 2m and the second part accounts for the remaining

path of 2n− 2m steps.

2

t

x

1

FIG. 21 Space-time trajectory of a one-dimensional random walk that starts at x = 1 and first revisits x = 1 at step 6 (solid

circle). Subsequent revisits to x = 1 are indicated by open circles and the walk is absorbed when it first reaches x = 0 (square).

The required probability is then simply the product of these two numbers divided by the total number

of walks that start at x = 1 and are absorbed after 2n+ 1 steps, which is Cn. Therefore

P (2m |T ) =
Cm−1 Cn−m

Cn
=

n+ 1

m (n−m+ 1)

(
2m−2
m−1

) (
2n−2m
n−m

)(
2n
n

) . (88)

Conditioned on T = 2n+ 1, the average value of τ1, the time of the first revisit, can be immediately seen to

be

〈τ1〉n = n+ 1, (89)

because P (τ1 = 2m |T = 2n+ 1) is symmetric under m → n + 1 − m. This result may also be obtained

by direct calculation of course. Because of the bimodal nature of the underlying probability distribution,

the average value is very different from the typical value. The average corresponds to the minimum of the

probability distribution (Fig. 22(a)), just as in the arcsine law for the time of the last zero of a Brownian

motion.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 22 (a) Conditional distribution P (τ1 = 2m |T = 2n+ 1) for n = 10. Note that typical (i.e. most likely) values of τ1

are 2 and 2n, while the average value is 〈τ1〉 = n+ 1. (b) Distribution P (τ1 = 2m) of the first revisit time to 1.

Time of first return to 1 for any n

From the conditional probability P (2m |T ), we may now compute the joint probability P (2m,T ):

P (2m,T ) = P (2m |T ) P (T )

=
Cm−1 Cn−m

Cn
× Cn

22n
=
Cm−1 Cn−m

22n
. (90)

With this result, we can readily obtain the distribution P (2m), the probability for a path of any length to

perform an excursion of 2m steps that lies above x = 2 between steps 1 and 2m − 1 (with the first step

constrained to go from x = 1 to x = 2):

P (2m) =
∑
n≥m

P (2m,T )

= Cm−1

∑
n≥m

Cn−m
22n

=
Cm−1

22m−1
. (91)

This distribution is normalized, because
∑
m≥1 Cm−1/2

2m−1 = 1. The Markovian nature of the random

walk means that there is no memory between what happens after step 2m and the probability that the walk

first revisits x = 1 at step 2m. Hence P (2m) is simply the probability that a symmetric random walk first

returns to its starting point at step 2m, which asymptotically scales as m−3/2 (97). Because of this scaling,

the average time for the first return, 〈〈τ1〉〉 =
∑
m 2mP (2m), is infinite, even though P (2m) is peaked at

m = 1 (Fig. 22(b)).

3. Comments

The main qualitative feature of the average residence time at a given point is that it vanishes (often

linearly) as the distance between this point and the absorber. That is, a diffusing particle simply does not
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linger when it is close to an absorbing point. Another interesting feature is the fact that, in low dimensions

(d ≤ 3), the average residence time at any point beyond the starting point is constant: it is simply equal to

the average residence time at the starting point. This is no longer the case for d ≥ 4. It would be of interest

to understand why this transition differs from the well known transition between recurrence and transience,

which happens between d = 2 and d = 3.

For the discrete random walk, we found that the first revisit to x = 1 occurs near the start or the end of

the path. This means that it is very unlikely that there will be a large deviation toward the boundary and

away from the average position of the path near the middle of an excursion. This suggests that an individual

Brownian excursion always remains close to its average shape. We hope to investigate this behavior in future

work, with a view to obtaining a full characterization of the fluctuations around an excursion’s average semi-

circular shape.

We illustrated in this work on residence times how simple tools may be put to fruitful use in the derivation

of explicit results on random walks or Brownian motion. This approach complements that presented in

previous sections, on random convex hulls, persistence exponents and lead changes.

Let me now turn to a seemingly totally different part of my research work in the past few years, on the

analysis and modelling of urban segregation phenomena – where we will still occasionally encounter random

walks and other stochastic artefacts.
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II. SEGREGATION IN THE CITY

I developed an interest in urban segregation problems through both a taste for social and geographical

questions and a taste for multi-agent models, of which Thomas Schelling’s segregation model is a prominent

example (203; 204; 205). For a theoretical physicist, the analogy between the Schelling model and interacting

particle systems (such as the Ising model) is very appealing indeed.

Somewhat unoriginally therefore, I first started working on segregation phenomena through the Schelling

model. The idea was to introduce further complexity by allowing agents to change groups over the course of

the dynamics. We studied this new model with Aurélien Hazan, and we realized that introducing switching

agents was akin to exerting a form of random control on the system. Antoine Lucquiaud, whose PhD thesis

I co-supervise, is now working on the theoretical aspects of this problem: is it possible to “tame” a complex

system via coordinated random interventions?

While working on this model, the question (and the desire!) of confronting it with real data quickly

arose. Most papers on the Schelling model remain purely theoretical (with, at best, in silico simulations)

and do not tackle the issue of working with real data. There is at least one good reason for this: the Schelling

model is not per se a representation of real processes at work in a real city. It is of course very simple and

abstract compared to a real city. But its great achievement is to answer the following question: is a high

level of intolerance a necessary condition for segregation to emerge? And the answer is “no” – because

we can conceive of at least one context (the Schelling model), albeit an abstract one, in which agents are

reasonably tolerant and, still, an initially well-mixed system is driven into segregation.

Despite this great achievement of Schelling’s model, one may wish to confront oneself with real data and

bridge the gap (or at least a tiny part of it) between abstract models of segregation and real-world segregation

phenomena (much in the spirit of (153)). The primary resource is then data: how to obtain it, and most

importantly, how to process and analyze it in order to reveal and capture complex real-world segregation

phenomena. Two projects that I have been co-developing in the past couple of years represent efforts to

answer these questions. In particular, we – that is, together with my statistician colleague Madalina Olteanu,

with PhD candidate Antoine Lucquiaud, and with UCLA Geography Professor William Clark – have been

devising multiscalar trajectories built from urban data. These encode spatial dissimilarities at all scales and

allow for both statistical analysis and stochastic modelling. We are currently implementing this new method

on European data, for the European Commission (we were granted access to this new EU data through a

call for projects). We are also implementing it on Californian data, thanks to the collaboration with UCLA.

Another branch of this data-based research on segregation has led us to use neural networks and specifi-

cally the Kohonen algorithm to obtain finer descriptions of neighbourhood effects. Part of this work is now

being developed in collaboration with a start-up company, and will lead to a joint PhD supervision (within

the CIFRE framework).
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A. A Modified Schelling Model

Since Schelling’s and Sakoda’s papers (203; 204) introducing stochastic modeling on a checkerboard to

gain insights about segregation phenomena in urban environments, much effort has been devoted to develop

and understand multi-agent systems subject to Schelling dynamics. The existence of similarities with certain

types of spin-system and liquid-solid dynamics (110; 111; 169; 175; 218; 221; 229) has been instrumental

both in drawing theoretical physicists’ attention to segregation phenomena and in providing the basis for

advanced analogies with existing results and methods from the statistical physics toolbox. Many variants

of Schelling’s initial dynamics have been found to exhibit similar properties, and the main characteristic,

namely the emergence of segregation, was shown to be a universal property common to a vast class of

systems (116; 201).

We investigate here the impact of introducing, within a Schelling-class dynamics with two types of agents,

a given fraction f of spatially-fixed agents able to switch, that is: to change spontaneously from one of the

two types of agents to the other, rather than simply bearing the same type throughout the simulation. This

amounts to imposing a noise or a perturbation in the form of a spatially-fixed random background within

the Schelling dynamics and we depart here from the standard context where agent types usually correspond

to ethnic groups that cannot change. Let us emphasize that the dynamics studied here is a priori different

from Glauber and Kawasaki dynamics as discussed in (218), since we follow Schelling and impose a non-

zero vacancy density and we do not allow for direct site-exchange between agents. Our model can thus be

viewed as an interpolation between a (trivial) dilute system of non interacting particles in zero external field

(at f = 1, all agents are fixed) and a magnetic system of moving and interacting particles with zero total

magnetization (at f = 0, agents follow Schelling’s preferential-choice dynamics and there is an equal number

of agents of both types).

Our motivation is twofold: on the theoretical side, the complexification introduced here differs from

changes in the agents’ interaction energies (or utility functions in socio-economic contexts) that have been

explored in the literature, and we would like to see how it modifies the system’s phase diagram. On a

more heuristic side, the question is whether the presence of switching agents tends to facilitate mixing and

de-segregation, and the aim is to explore a new variant of residential dynamics, with a long-term view to

identifying factors that have the logical, mathematical capacity to lead to desegregation or lesser segregation,

just as “social distance and preference dynamics do have the logical capacity to combine with socioeconomic

inequality between groups to create relatively high levels of ethnic and class segregation” (65).

The new specification we suggest may be interpreted in at least two ways. First, the agents able to switch,

being spatially fixed, can be viewed as housing sites that are never empty and for which the landlords (eg

government authorities or housing associations) enforce an allocation policy that is blind to agents’ types.

In such a case, the system should be considered as “open” in the sense that when an agent switches types, it

is as if an agent of the former type had moved outside of the system and an agent of the new type had moved

in (the total number of agents in the system is fixed, but not that of agents of a given type). Secondly, if
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we favour a “closed”-system view, switching can be interpreted as “social mobility”. The easiest may be to

picture agent types as social groups defined eg by income levels. In this case, there can be various reasons

why agents switching from one social group to the other may remain fixed spatially. Indeed, an agent that

switches from the higher-status type to the lower one may wish to cling to her former status, as embodied

by the majority type in her neighbourhood. If the switching occurs the other way around, so that, say, a

newly well-off agent persists in living in a poorer neighbourhood, it may be that she is willing to be an active

proponent of social mixity and/or she is careful about what will become of her current income status in the

future. Along with this social-mobility interpretation of type-switching, let us remark that ethnic types may

also be considered here, as these can change, be it through the agents’ own feelings or the normative action

of some externally imposed new definition.

For the sake of simplicity, we will henceforth refer to the switching dynamics as “type mobility”, as

opposed to the “spatial mobility” with preferential choice encoded in the standard Schelling dynamics. Let

us however stress that the first interpretation (random allocation in an open system) should be equally kept

in mind, in particular as it is compatible with open systems and points to a form of intervention that could

be no less an actual mean of action in real urban contexts as the promotion of type mobility (especially if

type mobility is to be social mobility in both directions!). Therefore, exploring random allocation strategies

for housing sites can be viewed as an extension to the urban segregation problem of strategies for efficiency

improvement through random noise that have gained attention lately, be it in relationship with democratic

representation procedures (184), hierarchical organizations (41; 185) or central bank interventions on finan-

cial markets (40).

We shall start from a most simple instance of a Schelling-class system, which meets the general criteria

set out in (201). A noticeable feature of the Schelling dynamics in our system is that the moves are “blind”

ones, in the sense that when given the opportunity to move, an agent, if she does indeed move, will go

to a site picked uniformly at random among vacant sites. Agents are therefore not satisfiers, let alone

maximizers — but this is not a pre-requisite for a system to belong to the general class defined in (201), as

we understand it.

1. System and notations

Ours is a square-lattice system, featuring a finite number width × height of sites. At any instant, each

site is in one of four states:

1. vacant,

2. occupied by an agent of (pure) type A,

3. occupied by an agent of (pure) type B,

4. occupied by an agent of type C,
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TABLE I Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

ρ ∈ [0.9, 1]

τ 0.3

f ∈ [0, 1]

TM 500

NE 50

width, height 30

pu 0.2

ph 10−4

ps 0.05

where A and B are the main two types, and C corresponds to agents that have the ability to display either

type A or type B. There is a fixed number of agents of each three types (these numbers are determined by

the occupation density ρ and the fraction of C-agents f , given that there is an equal number of agents of

pure type A and pure type B).

We use periodic boundary conditions and discrete-time, ordered, asynchronous updating (73). Agents

are therefore examined in turn ; if they are of types A and B, they follow a Schelling dynamics, viz. they

move to a vacant site (chosen uniformly at random) with probability ph if they are satisfied with their

current position and with probability pu if they are not. The satisfaction of an agent of type A or B is either

0 or 1, depending on the proportion of their direct neighbours being of the opposite type: if this proportion

is smaller than a given parameter τ (usually interpreted as the degree of “tolerance” of the agents (204))

the agent is satisfied, otherwise she is not. Agents of type C display at each instant one of the two types A

or B, but do not move with the Schelling dynamics: when examined, they switch their displayed type with

probability ps, regardless of their neighbours’ types. The number of C-type agents is expressed as a fraction

f of the total number of agents present in the system. Simulation code and results are available online.8

Table I summarizes the simulation parameters, with the typical values which they shall be given hereafter,

unless otherwise stated. ρ, τ , f , ph, pu and ps were defined above. TM is the number of time steps in a

single realization (one time step corresponds to a complete round over all agents), and NE is the number of

ensemble realizations. width and height are the dimensions in number of sites of the simulation grid. The

values of ρ and τ are chosen so that the pure Schelling dynamics (f = 0) leads to a segregated state. (Note

that in the basic Schelling-type dynamics we are using here, only direct neighbours are considered, which

implies that values of τ tend to be distinguished only relative to the discrete values: 1
4 , 1

2 and 3
4 ; however,

8 https://sourceforge.net/p/phase-py/

https://sourceforge.net/p/phase-py/
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FIG. 23 Ensemble average 〈x(t)〉 of the contact density in four simulation modes.

since vacant sites are not counted as neighbours, other values of τ can occasionally be distinguished.) The

probability of moving for an agent unhappy with her current neighbourhood is set to a value significantly

lower than 1 to reflect difficulties (eg economic factors) that may prevent unsatisfied agents from moving.

The rate ps of switching for C-agents is then chosen to be four times smaller than pu to implement distinct

timescales for the two types of dynamics (of course a reverse order of these timescales should also be studied

later). Finally, the fact that agents who are statisfied with their current location are able to move (ph 6= 0),

even at a very small rate, suppresses certain simulation artifacts (see eg (218)) and can also be interpreted

as reflecting the possibility that agents make a “wrong” move due to misinformation or, again, economic

factors.

As recalled in (111; 201; 218), Schelling-class systems are expected to reach some kind of equilibrium,

or at least a steady state as far as segregation is concerned. This translates into the reaching of an almost

constant limit value for a variable quantifying segregation within the system. Various choices of variables

are possible. We shall follow (201) and work with a contact density x(t), defined as the average over all

occupied sites at time t, of the ratio between the number of neighbours of the opposite type and the total

number of neighbours (vacant neighbouring sites are not counted). The contact density is normalized by

one half, so that when the two populations A and B are well mixed in the system, x(t) is close to 1, whereas

it is close to 0 when the system exhibits segregation. We shall write 〈. . . 〉 for averages over all ensemble

realizations.

2. General results

Let us first examine the influence of a non-zero fraction of switching agents on the limit value x∞ =

lim 〈x(t)〉 of the contact density (time-averaged on the time-steps after a steady state has been reached),

with four simulation modes:
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1. no switching agents are present (f = 0);

2. switching agents are present (f = 0.2) but do not switch (ps = 0);

3. a given fraction f = 0.2 of switching agents participate, being “activated” only after a fixed delay

(250 time steps);

4. a given fraction f = 0.2 of switching agents participate, and are “activated” at the beginnning of the

simulation.

The first case is clear: this is a standard instance of a Schelling system.

For the second and third cases, note that C-type agents may be “de-activated”, i.e. ps may be set to 0 so

that C-agents keep the same displayed type throughout the simulation. They thus act as fixed, non-moving

agents of one or the other of the two types A and B.9 Therefore, even though they are not themselves

moving, they do participate in the dynamics by influencing the satisfaction of their neighbours, and by

“persisting” in their residential choice whatever the current composition of their neighbourhood.

The fourth case simply corresponds to an activation of C-type agents from the beginning of the simula-

tion.

The occupation density is set to 0.9, the tolerance τ to 0.3. Starting from a well-mixed state (drawn

from a uniform distribution), one observes that:

1. in the absence of switching agents, the system quickly relaxes to a segregated state with a value of

x∞ very close to 0, as expected for the chosen values of ρ and τ (knowing the phase diagram of a

typical Schelling system as in (111));

2. in the presence of switching agents that persist as fixed A or B agents, the relaxation is slower, and

leads to a value of x∞ very close to 0.2;

3. in the presence of switching agents that start as fixed A or B agents for 250 time steps, relaxation

starts similarly to the previous case; however, once activation takes place at t = 250, the ensemble

average 〈x(t)〉 makes a sudden jump to reach a higher limit value close to 0.35;

4. in the full dynamics, i.e. with C-type agents activated from t = 0, the system relaxes toward a

moderate value of x∞ close to 0.35.

The introduction of switching agents leads to a higher contact density, as could be intuitively expected.

In the second variant, when C-agents are de-activated, the limit contact density x∞ is already significantly

larger than in the pure Schelling variant. Actually it coincides with the value of f in this particular case.

This hints at the fact that it may simply be a background level of contact density due to local, point

9 Indeed in the second variant, C-agents stay at the same site and with the same displayed type for ever. Links with so called
extremists in opinion propagation models (81) could be explored.
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FIG. 24 Sample initial and final configurations in the absence (a) or presence of active (c) or inactive (b) switching agents.

Initial configurations are on the left-hand side. (Black = A agents, white = B agents, hatched = empty site, C agents appear

according to their current displayed type.) Final configurations show strict phase separation in the absence of switching agents,

a mixture of patches with fuzzy interfaces in the presence of active switching agents and an intermediate pattern in the presence

of inactive switching agents.
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mixity around fixed, persisting C-agents that accounts for a higher value of x∞ – rather than bona fide

mixity across the whole system. Visual observation of patterns in the final, steady state of our numerical

simulations (Fig. 24) shows that this type of effect is not the only thing happening in the presence of un-

activated switching agents. Compared to the complete phase separation observed in the absence of switching

agents, the final configurations observed in the presence of persisting agents is an intermediate step towards

the more complex pattern (mixture of patches and fuzzy interfaces) formed in the presence of activated

switching agents.10

The activation of switching, at time t = 250 in the third variant and time t = 0 in the fourth one,

entices indeed a significant de-segregation phenomenon, leading quickly, in both cases, to a limit value

x∞ ∈ [0.3, 0.4]. Such a value for the contact density can correspond to a mixture of phases, as described

in (119): eg two “pure” clusters separated by a well-mixed area, or a mixture of homogeneous patches

(see Fig. 24).

Notice that such patchy mixtures are a way of “optimizing” the average neighbourhood (but not nec-

essarily the typical neighbourhood) in a residential system at fixed τ < 1
2 : indeed, a notable feature of

Schelling systems is that, when they lie in the segregated phase, their average equilibrium contact density

is significantly less than the agents’ tolerance. This is precisely one of the features that made Schelling’s

model famous, since one could naively expect that when agents “tolerate” up to one half of neighbours

to be of the type opposite to theirs, the system would in the long run reach some kind of steady state in

which each agent had a neighbourhood comprising of one half of agents from the other type. But that

was firstly assuming that average neighbourhood and typical neighbourhood would coincide, and secondly

overlooking the possibility of a phase transition occuring at some value of the tolerance — which is the

case (130; 204; 205).

3. Phase diagram and transitions

We wish now to look at the transitions occuring in the system both when f = 0 and ρ, τ vary (where

we should retrieve at least part of the results described in (111)), and when f increases. Of course, our

main interest lies in the latter case, and the relative bareness of our Schelling dynamics (with only direct

neighbours taken into account and moves being blind) is not suited for an in-depth study of the system’s

phase diagram.

To facilitate further analysis of the system’s behaviour and identify the transitions, we shall follow (111)

and introduce, on top of the ensemble-averaged contact density 〈x(t)〉 and its limit x∞, a quantity analogous

to the susceptibility of thermodynamical systems, and another analogous to the specific heat. The former

is defined as

χ(t) =
〈[x(t)]2〉 − 〈x(t)〉2

τ
,

10 Note that in the presence of persisting agents, any form of phase separation is constrained by the fixed (and random) spatial
pattern of persisting agents.
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FIG. 25 Contact density x∞ and analogue of susceptibility χ∞, in terms of ρ and τ as f increases.

and the latter as

C(t) = 〈[E(t)]2〉 − 〈E(t)〉2,

where E is defined in analogy with the energy in the Blume-Emery-Griffiths spin model (42):

E = −
∑
i,j

cicj − (2τ − 1)
∑
i,j

c2i c
2
j ,

the sums being over pairs of neighbours, and ci = 1 for a site occupied by an agent of (displayed) type A, −1

for an agent of (displayed) type B and 0 for a vacant site. We shall write χ∞ and C∞ for the time-averaged

steady-state values of χ(t) and C(t).

Gauvin et al. have argued and explored the validity of such an analogy with thermodynamical spin

systems (110; 111). We shall follow their lead in trying to identify transitions by looking for rapid changes

in the value of x∞ accompanied by peaks in χ∞ and/or C∞.
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FIG. 26 Profile of the contact density x∞ (a) and the analogue of the susceptibility χ∞ (b) as τ varies, for a fixed occupation

density ρ = 0.95.

4. Transitions at f = 0

We look here briefly at the (f = 0) -section of the phase diagram, which corresponds to the first picture

on the left in the top part of Fig. 25 for the (f, ρ, τ)-diagram. Of course, our system is a much simplified

version of the Schelling system studied in (111), and in particular we expect changes mainly to occur at a

couple of discrete values of τ : 1
4 , 1

2 and 3
4 . Fig. 25 shows that, at high occupation densities, our simulation

results are indeed compatible with phase transitions occuring at τ = 0.25 and τ = 0.75. This is also

supported by the behaviour of the susceptibility, as seen in the first figure on the left in the bottom part of

Fig. 25.

The change in the value of the contact density at τ = 0.25 seems more abrupt than the one at τ = 0.75,

as indicated also by the profile of x∞(τ) at fixed ρ = 0.95 (leftmost plot in Fig. 26 (a)). Both transitions

are marked by peaks of the susceptibility (leftmost plot in Fig. 26 (b)).

In (111), at low vacancy densities, the authors identified a first-order phase transition around τc = 0.75

and a “frozen” state below τf = 0.4. In between these values, their system would eventually reach a

state of low contact density, that is, a segregated state. The transition from a state of frozen dynamics to

the segregated phase was further investigated in (200) and found to correspond to a jamming transition

that could be reproduced via a patch model and described by deterministic equations. In our system, the
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low-vacancy-density, low-tolerance state is separated from the segregated state by a more abrupt (possibly

first-order) transition. This state can be understood as follows: at low τ (that is essentially τ = 0 as

soon as τ < 0.25), all agent are unsatisfied, unless they have only neighbours of the same type as theirs.

Therefore, given the opportunity to move, they will, because moving does not depend on their finding a

more “welcoming” site (contrary to what is the case in (111), leading to the dynamics freezing). Eventually,

blind moves lead to a reasonably well-mixed state, for reasons that differ from those behind the frozen,

well-mixed state in (111) where the system simply remains in its initial state, which happens to be drawn

from a well-mixed distribution.

Thus, the general shape of the phase diagram at f = 0 and high occupation density is very much

comparable to that of a classical Schelling system as in (111), and we proceed to the case f 6= 0 in the next

paragraph.

5. Transitions along f

We examine now cross sections of the phase diagram at constant ρ, letting f , the fraction of switching

agents present in the system, increase. Intuitively, if f is sufficiently large, one expects a well-mixed system,

as the situation then becomes that of fixed agents switching with equal probabilities to the A or B types.

This is what one can observe in the upper part of Fig. 27, where indeed the mixed phase (high contact

density) gains more and more ground as f increases. As we have seen in section II.A.3, when f = 0 two

transitions are noticed, one near τ = 0.25 and one near τ = 0.75. Given that at large values of f , only a high

contact-density phase survives, the corresponding transition lines in the f -τ plane should vanish or bend

toward each other, jutting into the well-mixed phase and enclosing a segregated phase. This is precisely

what one observes in the simulations, as pictured in the upper part of Fig. 27.

The nature of the transition occuring across these lines, at different points, is of particular interest,

all the more as it varies with f : at small values of f , one has the transitions described in the previous

subsection. They are compatible with thermodynamical transitions, marked by peaks in the analogues of

susceptibility and specific heat (lower parts of Fig. 27). Near higher values of f , the transition lines are no

longer parallel to the f axis, and thus can be crossed via an increase in f . For instance, at fixed occupation

density ρ = 0.95 and tolerance τ = 0.3, Fig. 28 shows the profiles of the contact density, the analogue of

susceptibility, and the analogue of specific heat as the fraction of switching agents f is increased from 0 to 1.

The change in the contact density is not abrupt but peaks can be observed in χ∞ and C∞ around f ≈ 0.25,

with a finite-size effect (15; 38) shown in Fig. 29.

Further up in the phase diagram shown in the top part of Fig. 27, near f ≈ 0.5, a more gradual change

from a low to a high contact density is observed at intermediate values of the tolerance τ when f is increased.

No peaks are to be noted here in the susceptibility or specific heat analogues. This can indicate that the

nature of the transition has changed along the line, from discontinuous to a smooth, gradual change.
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FIG. 27 Phase diagram in terms of f and τ , at constant ρ = 0.95. Contact density x∞ (a), analogue of susceptibility χ∞ (b),

and analogue of specific heat C∞ (c).
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FIG. 28 Transition along f , at constant ρ = 0.95 and τ = 0.3. Contact density x∞ and the analogues of susceptibility χ∞

and specific heat C∞ are plotted as the fraction f of switching agents increases.
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FIG. 29 Finite-size effect. The analogue of specific heat C∞, normalized by its initial value, is plotted for various grid sizes,

at ρ = 0.95 and τ = 0.3 (with an ensemble of realizations other than the one used for Fig. 28). The larger the system, the

more marked is the peak, as one would expect in thermodynamical phase transitions.

6. Comments

We have examined the numerical behaviour of a system driven by a mixture of two dynamics: (i) a

standard Schelling preference dynamics where agents of two types move stochastically across a grid according

to their preferred composition of neighbourhood — which can be interpreted as residential choice, and (ii)

a dynamics where some agents stay fixed but have the ability to switch from one type to the other, which

can be interpreted either as “type” mobility or as random allocation for given sites (without the possibility

that these remain vacant).

Ongoing theoretical work (esp. Antoine Lucquiaud’s PhD thesis) aims at offering a model for this mixture

of dynamics, with the ability to predict – quantitatively – the observed behaviour.

Numerous variants are also possible, of course, but one will find useful leads in the confrontation with real

data (24; 49; 105; 119; 140) and in the development of interdisciplinary work with sociologists, geographers

and urban-system scientists. We turn to more data-based approaches in the following sections.
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B. Multiscalar Trajectory Convergence Analysis

Segregation is often simply perceived as spatial separation of two or more groups, and therefore measured

in terms of the relative proportions of each group in the different neighbourhoods of a city, as we tipycally

did in the previous section. However, segregation is essentially a spatial and multiscalar phenomenon, as

pointed out for instance by (148; 153; 179). An individual perceives segregation all the more acutely as she

has to go a longer way from her home to discover what the city in its entirety might look like. Imagine the

extreme case of a city where two groups A and B live in total separation, thus forming two ghettos. An

individual living at the heart of one of the ghettos would have to explore the whole city to find out that it

actually comprises equal proportions of both groups. On the contrary, starting from some parts of the city

that are better mixed, for instance on the boundary between the two ghettos, there would be no need to cover

so large an area to come to the same realization. This basic observation has led us to imagine a mathematical

framework that allows to capture and measure spatial dissimilarities as a multiscalar phenomenon across

the city.

Consider ever larger neighbourhoods around a starting point or areal unit. As detailed in the first

subsection below, enlarging the area all the way up to the whole city produces for each point in the city a

trajectory. That is, the sequence of values taken by the variable under consideration from its value at the

most local level around the starting point to its average value at the metropolitan level. For a given starting

point, how “long” it takes for the sequence to reach the city’s average thus indicates how “distant” the point

is from the city’s global distribution.

Further, the same mapping of points into trajectories allows to easily characterize a null model. In a perfectly

mixed city (the “uniform” city), the aggregation process used to build the trajectories would be equivalent

to adding units drawn at random (as when drawing balls in an urn without replacement). We introduce

in the second subsection below a way of quantifying deviations from such random sequences, based on the

Ballot theorem already encountered in the first part of this thesis. We illustrate our ideas and methods with

public data available for the city of Paris.

1. From bespoke neighbourhoods to trajectories

Geographical and demographical data is often available at a given spatial level – for example census

blocks in the USA or IRIS (Îlots regroupés pour l’information statistique) in France, see (226) and (126).

Aggregating such blocks poses a number of statistical questions, the most famous of which is maybe the

so-called “modifiable areal unit problem”, as stated in (177; 178). Also, in most instances, elementary

spatial units will exhibit dissimilarities. Indeed, if the data gives the number of medical practitioners, or the

quantiles of the income distribution within the unit, then units will generally differ from one another (114).

Such dissimilarities may or may not present spatial patterns. If they do, the geographical system is said to

exhibit spatial segregation, especially if the variables considered correspond to the relative proportions of
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FIG. 30 Some of the steps in a sequence of bespoke neighbourhoods centered around one of Paris’s statistical units (so-called

IRIS). The first point in the sequence corresponds to the unit alone (top left). A second unit is then aggregated to the first

one, according to some prescribed rule – here for the sake of simplicity, we choose the nearest neighbouring unit in terms of

distance from centroid to centroid. The procedure is iterated until eventually one has aggregated all the city’s units around

the first one. This yields, for each starting point, a sequence of bespoke neighbourhoods, representing all scales, from the most

local one available in the data to the metropolitan one.

different population groups: (48; 51; 74; 75; 76; 86; 94; 95; 96; 106; 127; 165; 195; 206; 234).

Modifiable areal units may actually prove to be a valuable tool to quantify segregation and spatial

patterns of dissimilarities, see (9; 67; 118; 131; 147; 148; 164). Instead of only comparing individual units,

one may gain greater insight into relative spatial differences by taking into account the broader picture:

that is, by considering ever larger neighbourhoods around a unit, as if through a zoom lens – see Figure 30.

Evaluating a given statistical variable at each step of the aggregation procedure produces a sequence of

values that reflects not only the initial point but also the singularity of its position within the city. The

sequence of bespoke neighbourhoods around a starting point acts as a sequence of filters: unveiling step by

step the city’s “face”. Indeed the final value of all trajectories, whatever the starting point, will be the city’s

average for the variable considered. But details of a given trajectory, such as the number of aggregating

steps needed to converge to the city’s average characterize how different from the whole city the starting

point is – how singular it is in the whole city.

Although relatively easy to describe, the actual computing of trajectories presents a number of difficulties

from a statistical point of view. We recall some of them in the following paragraph.

2. Defining and computing trajectories

Consider a grid comprising N fundamental spatial units (typically, individuals or the smallest statistical

units available). For a given unit, define Gn(i), the cluster formed by itself and its n−1 nearest neighbouring

units. Thus, G1(i) is just the i-th unit on its own, while GN (i) is the whole grid (whichever i from which

one starts).

Now suppose one has a statistical variable ξ defined on each element of

G = {Gn(i), 1 ≤ i, n ≤ N}
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Note that G is simply the set of all bespoke neighbourhoods, with all possible starting points in the city.

Then, define for each starting point i a function fi such that fi(n) gives the value of ξ computed on Gn(i).

Interpreting n as an index, one has for each starting unit i a sequence representing the trajectory that

takes ξ from its value on unit i to its value on the whole grid. Formally, (fi(n))1≤n≤N is what we call the

trajectory of i for the variable ξ.

Once trajectories have been built from the data available in a given city, a statistical analysis may be carried

out in order to:

• identify units that exhibit similar trajectories – this may be done for instance using clustering algo-

rithms;

• detect the crossing over between two regimes: the local one and the global one – in the former, ξ may

take values significantly distinct from the one on the whole grid; in the latter, it takes values very

similar to the city’s average.

Let us emphasize links between the first point above and multiscalar approaches used in recent papers,

eg (5; 67; 179). In particular, (5) use vertical slices or cross-sections of the trajectories defined here, i.e.

values at certain points only. But looking at full trajectories allows us to examine the second point listed

above: the number of aggregated neighbouring blocks needed around a starting block to get close enough to

the city’s average value for the variable under consideration. We shall call this the “radius of convergence”.

Geographically this plays the role of a local urban radius: it is a proxy for the area one needs to explore

locally to obtain a reasonably good perception of the city as a whole. We give examples of such analysis

further in this section.

3. Constructing trajectories from actual data

One of the statistical subtleties arises upon building datasets so that they are defined on G, the full set

of all possible bespoke neighbourhoods in the city.

Consider indeed the following standard situation: data is available in the form of a size factor si (eg a

number of inhabitants) for each spatial unit, as well as the value of a possibly multi-dimensional variable ξ.

This could be the number of offices or services of such and such type available in the unit, the social

housing rate, an average income, a local density of public transportation, quantiles of a distribution, a full

distribution...

When grouping n units, one needs to compute the value of the variable on the new aggregate. This is

done easily in the case when ξ is simply a number:

ξ(Gn(i)) =
∑

j∈Gn(i)

ξ(j). (92)
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FIG. 31 Trajectories for the social housing rate, starting from some (10%) of the 936 statistical units (so-called IRIS) in

Paris. The solid line corresponds to the city’s average (17.9%).

Similarly, ξ(Gn(i)) is readily computed when ξ(i) is a rate or an average:

ξ(Gn(i)) =

∑
j∈Gn(i) sjξ(j)∑
j∈Gn(i) sj

, (93)

with si the population of unit i (or another relevant size factor).

When ξ is a distribution that is known entirely (eg one knows the income of every single household in

any of the units), one simply aggregates the individual datasets to obtain the dataset for a group of spatial

units, and the corresponding empirical distribution is obtained readily.

A more difficult case, alas very frequent, is that when ξ retains only certain percentiles of a distribution.

For instance:

ξ(i) = {2354; 4684; 6546; 8138; 10542; 13622; 17058; 22202; 30862} , (94)

are the deciles of the income distribution (in euros per year) for a given IRIS (census block) in the northern

part of Paris. In this case, one is led to either (or both) rely on an Ansatz for the shape of the underlying

distribution (eg assume that it is log-normal, or exponential or other) or simulate the full dataset (with

assumptions on the intradecile distributions), see (50; 107; 112; 113; 129; 219). An example is given in the

next subsection, as we are faced with this problem when we consider income data for the city of Paris,

available only in the form of quantiles for each census block.

Lastly, one does not have to be working in the discrete framework of statistical blocks or population

count data. For certain variables, such as availability of public transport networks, one may work directly

in terms of a local density. For instance, let M be the total number of metro stations in Paris. Let mi(l) be

the number of stations in a disk of radius l centered on IRIS i, pi(l) the population living in the same disk,

and P the total population in Paris. Then define

ri(l) =
mi(l)/M

pi(l)/P
=
mi(l)/pi(l)

M/P
. (95)
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This is similar to the “representation” defined for social classes in (153). It quantifies whether the local

density of metro stations per inhabitant is smaller (ri(l) < 1), larger (ri(l) > 1) or equal (ri(l) = 1) to the

city’s average density. And it allows to build trajectories, for each IRIS, letting l vary from some small value

ε to the full radius of the city.

4. Example: spatial dissimilarities in Paris

As an illustration, let us work with two types of data available for the city of Paris from France’s census

bureau, called INSEE (“Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques”).

Social housing rate.

For each IRIS, the number of housing units and the number, among these, of social housing ones are

available. One is then in a situation where computing the social housing rate for any group of IRIS is easy,

and the trajectories can be computed for all IRIS in Paris. Some of these trajectories are shown in Figure 31.

One observes groups of trajectories that tend to start higher or lower than the metropolitan average,

and converge to it more or less quickly, obviously with a strong spatial dependency as far as the initial units

are concerned.

Let us define the radius of convergence, that is, the point where each path enters (and remains) into

a given interval (here ±0.05) around the city’s average social housing rate. Looking at these radii reveals

different scales of convergence to the global mean, from one district to another and, inside each district,

from one IRIS to another, as can be seen in Figure 32: IRIS blocks from Paris’s 11th district converge much

“faster” than those in the 8th district, for instance.

One may then classify IRIS blocks according to their radii of convergence to the city’s mean, and represent

them accordingly on a geographical map of Paris (Figure 33). First, note that boundary effects are clearly

not predominant as peripheral western and north-eastern parts of the city, for instance, do not exhibit the

same radii of convergence to the city’s average. In fact, boundaries, by forcing the aggregation of IRIS

blocks closer to the city centre and beyond (rather than neighbouring IRIS blocks just outside the city)

tend to smooth patterns rather than exacerbate them. A particularly interesting feature revealed by our

method is that the western (W) part of the city is “further away” from the whole city than the north-eastern

(NE) part: trajectories for IRIS in the W part need 2 to 4 times as many aggregation steps to converge to

the city’s average than IRIS in the NE part. Both parts correspond to extreme points for the variable in

question, with a concentration of social housing in the NE part and a substantially lower than average rate

in the W part (local social housing rates are also visible in Figure 33). Starting from these extremal points

above and below the city’s average, with symmetrical geographical position in the city, the W and NE parts

could have had similar radii of convergence to the city’s mean. However, this is clearly not the case, thus

revealing a higher level of singularity, as far as social housing is concerned, in the W part of the city than

in the NE part.
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FIG. 32 Trajectories for the social housing rate, starting from each IRIS (census block) in Paris’s 11th (left) and 8th (right)

districts. Colours correspond to each different IRIS taken as starting point. The solid flat line gives the city’s average social

housing rate (17.9%), the dashed lines correspond to ±0.05 around this average. Solid vertical lines correspond to radii of

convergence: the radius of convergence of a trajectory is defined as the point where the path last enters the ±0.05-interval

(and therefore remains inside the interval afterwards). One observes that IRIS in the 11th district converge much faster to the

city’s average than IRIS in the 8th district.
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FIG. 33 IRIS blocks coloured according to their radius of convergence to the global average social housing rate (right). Radii

are expressed in terms of the number of aggregation steps. For comparison, the map on the left-hand side shows IRIS areas

coloured according to the local rate of social housing. (White areas correspond to parks, riverbanks and other IRIS where data

is not available.) Observe that IRIS in the peripheral western part (W) and the peripheral eastern and north-eastern part

(NE) of Paris present similar geographical positions and correspond to extreme values for the social housing rate (very high in

the NE part, very low in the W part). Nonetheless, IRIS in the W part converge much slower to the city’s mean, revealing a

higher level of seclusion.

Conversely, one observes a quasi ring of IRIS blocks with relatively short scales of convergence to the

city’s mean. These are the historically socially mixed areas along the boulevards, the former faubourgs that

used to be just outside the city’s walls before these were transformed into boulevards. Our method thus

reveals a lasting imprint visible in terms of distance to the city’s average for a variable, the social housing

rate, that may be taken as a proxy to social diversity.

Income distribution.

We now consider a second example, and build trajectories for the income distribution in Paris.

As explained at the beginning of this section, when working with distributions available only through
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FIG. 34 Trajectories for the income distribution, starting from each IRIS (census block) in Paris’s 13th (left), 16th (middle)

and 20th (right) districts. Ordinates correspond to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance (KS) between a group of blocks’ income

distribution and the whole city’s income distribution. Solid vertical lines correspond to radii of convergence: the radius of

convergence of a trajectory is defined as the point where the path last enters within 0.05 of the city’s average in terms of KS

distance.

their quantiles, computing points for each group of blocks is a slightly more involved task. In this case,

we chose to estimate the parameters of the best-fitting distribution (which happened to be log-normal)

given a block’s quantiles. Then, from this distribution, we simulated data corresponding to the number of

households in the block. Thus we obtained a full ensemble of simulated households for every possible group

of neighbouring blocks, from one block only to the whole city.

Let us look at trajectories for IRIS blocks in three Parisian districts of comparable sizes and population

numbers: the 13th, 16th and 20th districts – see Figure 34. The first one corresponds to the south-western

peripheral part of the city, the second one to the south-eastern peripheral part of the city, and the third one

to the north-eastern peripheral part.

The 16th tends to be further away from the full city’s picture, as it takes generally longer for its blocks

to converge to the city’s distribution than for blocks in the 13th or in the 20th districts. The 13th district

exhibits an interesting behaviour, with some trajectories that first come close to the city’s mean but then

bounce up again further from it. This can be understood as follows: some IRIS blocks in the 13th district

belong to relatively well-mixed neighbourhoods, so initially their trajectory approaches the city’s average

distribution. But the aggregation process around them leads to incorporate much less wealthy blocks on

the border of the city, at a stage where wealthier blocks towards the center of the city and beyond have not

yet been aggregated in large enough numbers to counterbalance the former. This sends trajectories away

from the city’s distribution again. A similar effect may (and does) take place for neighbourhoods relatively

close to blocks that are much wealthier than the city as a whole (e.g. in the north-western 17th district, not

shown here).

Let us now look at a map of Paris with IRIS blocks coloured according to their radius of convergence

for the income distribution (Figure 35). The picture is here much more symmetric than for the social

housing rate. Indeed, wealthier (south-western) and poorer (north-eastern) parts of the city both exhibit

similar, slower convergence to the city’s global distribution, compared to well-mixed areas such as the

faubourgs. However the wealthier, south-western part is again the last one to converge and constitutes a

larger, more secluded area, including all of the 7th, 16th and 17th districts, and most of the 6th and (more
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FIG. 35 IRIS blocks coloured according to their radius of convergence to the city’s income distribution (right). For com-

parison, the map on the left-hand side shows IRIS areas coloured according to the median of the (local) income distribution.

Distance between distributions is measured with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance. (White areas correspond to parks, river-

banks and other IRIS where data is not available.)

surprisingly) the 14th district. Remarkably, the 8th district (around the Champs Élysées) does not stand

out as a secluded area for the income distribution: this is because, geographically, the 8th is much closer to

well-mixed neighbourhoods than, for instance, the 16th district.

Metro and tramway station density.

We come to a third type of data, for which one may define a local density. Recall the definition of

ri(l) =
mi(l)/M

pi(l)/P
, (96)

where M is the total number of metro and tramway stations in Paris, mi(l) the number of stations in a disk

of radius l centered on IRIS i, pi(l) the population living in the same disk, and P the total population in

Paris.

This quantifies whether the local density of metro stations per inhabitant is smaller (ri(l) < 1), larger

(ri(l) > 1) or equal (ri(l) = 1) to the city’s average density. In other terms, as far as the number of

metro and tramway stations is concerned, is the population living in the area under consideration deprived,

well-served or neither?

Letting l vary, we may then compute surface areas (equivalently, radii) for which, around a given point,

one obtains a density per inhabitant similar to the average one in the whole city.

As can be seen in Figure 36, our method provides a different picture from the one obtained by simply

looking at local densities. The fact that the Parisian metropolitan network is mostly structured around a

North-South axis is clearly visible in terms of convergence radii, whereas local densities almost exclusively

show the higher concentration of metro stations in the city center. Note also that local densities are over-

sensitive to the local presence of stations (eg along tramway lines in peripheral IRIS blocks).

The quantity ri defined above (Eq. 96) is similar to the “representation” defined in (153) in order to

examine patterns of residential segregation. Let us also follow in their footsteps by emphasizing, in the next

section, the benefits of thinking in terms of what segregation is not. Indeed, Louf and Barthelemy used their

representation index to define a null model; we show here how our method of trajectories may be used to

define similarly a reference model in terms of a uniform city.
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FIG. 36 IRIS areas coloured according to their radius of convergence to the city’s average per-inhabitant density of metro

and tramway stations (right). For comparison, the map on the left-hand side shows IRIS areas coloured according to the local

density of metro and tramway stations (within 500 meters of an IRIS’s centroid). (White areas correspond to parks, riverbanks

and other IRIS where data is not available.)

5. The uniform city as a null model: random walks to the mean

The importance of null models has perhaps become more palpable in the last few decades, as new

mathematical and statistical tools have come into play in a wider variety of fields, from urban geography to

history and archeology ((101; 170)).

The null model against which segregation should be defined is the “unsegregated” city, as pointed out

by (153). In the unsegregated city, distributions are uniform across space. So that, for instance, if the rate

of social housing in the whole city is ρ, then any housing unit in the city, irrespective of its spatial position,

has probability ρ of being a social housing unit: there is not any spatial structure in the distribution of

social housing units. This means that when considering a sequence of units defined solely according to some

spatial rule (eg aggregating sequentially nearest neighbours), no sign of this spatial rule will appear in the

sequence: everything will be as if one were drawing units at random from a well-mixed urn.

Any deviation from such random behaviour will be a sign that an underlying structure leads to a biased

shuffling of the units. Note that the underlying structure may be a spatial one, as in the viewpoint we are

taking here, but it may also be of another nature depending on the type of data one is examining.

A null model

Let us examine here the somewhat ideal case when one is dealing with count data, i.e. data at the

individual level. Suppose each individual belongs to one of two groups A and B, eg people belonging to one

of two social groups, or housing units being of one of two types. Start from a given point in the city, and

increase the population, one by one, from the individual located there to the whole population in the city.

Write Xi = 1 if the i-th individual is of type A, Xi = 0 otherwise. Then setting S0 = 0 and

Sn =

n∑
i=1

Xi (97)

produces a trajectory, that is: a sequence of points (n, Sn), with n varying from 0 to the total number N of

individual units in the city. S is simply the count data for group A.

In the case when the city is perfectly mixed, the trajectory thus produced will be a random walk S that,
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given its current value Sn−1, either moves up with probability

ρn =
ρN − Sn−1

N − n+ 1
, (98)

or stays put with probability 1−ρn, where ρ represents the fraction of group A in the total population (N).

For the more mathematically inclined: such a random walk may also be viewed as a standard problem of

drawing without replacement from an urn containing N balls, ρN of which being of one type and the rest

being of another type. Sn would thus follow a well-known hypergeometric distribution – see (97).

Other sequences of interest that may be defined similarly are

• the sequence of averages:

Mn = Sn/n;

• the sequence of differences Dn, when one counts +1 for an individual of group A and −1 otherwise:

Dn = 2Sn − n.

Both sequences, M and D, are random walks that move up with probability ρn or down with probability

1− ρn, ρn being as defined above in equation (98).

All three types of trajectories converge to well-identified final values: S converges to Nρ, M converges

to ρ and D converges to N(2ρ− 1). From a probabilistic point of view, any of these three sequences is fully

characterized by ρ and N . Here they represent three facets of the same null model: a perfectly mixed city.

Now, if one has count data for a given variable in a city, one may build N sequences (one for each

starting point). One thus produces a sample of trajectories that would, if the city were well-mixed, exhibit

the statistical properties of a set of N random sequences obtained by drawing balls without replacement

from a well-mixed urn. Any statistically significant deviation from such a set of random sequences signals

the presence of spatial dissimilarities at multiple scales. We look at such deviations in the next subsection.

Deviation from random sequences

Count data sequences are similar to sequences that one encounters when counting votes in an election.

Imagine an election with two candidates, A and B. Counting the votes cast for candidate A produces the

S-sequence defined in the previous subsection, with Nρ the final number of votes for A. A famous result,

or rather a famous set of results, linked to count data in elections, is the so-called Ballot theorem: (2; 18;

34; 97; 223; 236). In its simplest form, it gives the probability that A be always in the lead, all through the

counting process, given that A wins the election with a final share ρ of the votes. This is 2ρ− 1 (note that

if A wins the election, necessarily ρ > 1/2).

A very natural interpretation of the Ballot theorem in terms of urban count data is the following. If I

start from some point in the city and look at the first two housing units around me, and then the first three,

and so on, what is the probability that I will always see a minority of social housing units, given that the
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FIG. 37 Trajectories for the social housing rate, starting from some (10%) of the 936 statistical units (so-called IRIS) in

Paris. The solid line corresponds to a rate of 0.5. According to the Ballot Theorem, were the city “well-mixed” in terms of

social housing, just above 64% of the trajectories would always remain below the 0.5 mark. In Paris, almost 85% of them do

so.

fraction of social housing in the whole city is, say, 20%? The Ballot theorem tells us this probability is 60%.

So that, even if social housing is in a strong minority and if the city is perfectly mixed, when zooming out

from a point chosen at random there is only a 60% probability that one will never come across a bespoke

neighbourhood where social housing is in the majority.

On count data, a first test for the presence of an underlying spatial structure therefore simply consists

in examining significant deviation from the Ballot theorem. In Paris for instance, the total fraction of

social housing in the city is about 17.9%. Therefore 64.2% of the trajectories should always stay below the

horizontal line y = 0.5. In actuality, almost 85% of them always stay below 0.5 (Figure 37).

Obviously, one should account for the fact that we only have a finite sample of sequences – this is typically

done through statistical hypothesis testing. In this specific context, we need a test to decide whether the

observed deviation from the Ballot theorem is significant or could be a simple random sampling effect. To

this end, define the following sequence of Bernoulli random variables:

Yi =

1 if trajectory for the i-th IRIS is always below 0.5

0 otherwise.

According to the Ballot Theorem,

Prob (Yi = 1) = 0.642, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ N.

If all N trajectories were “drawn” independently from a well-mixed city, the sum
∑N
i=1 Yi would follow

a binomial distribution with mean 0.642N and variance 0.23N . Here a simple goodness-of-fit test shows

that the Parisian trajectories for the social housing rate do not obey the Ballot Theorem, with a p-value of
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order11 10−16.

Further, deviations from the null model of an unsegregated city may be characterized by a more complete

statistical test. Indeed, with N starting points in a city, one builds N sequences, which should be compared

to N full drawings of a well-mixed urn. By full drawing, we mean drawing all balls, one by one, without

replacement, until the urn is therefore left empty. In partial drawings, where one draws n balls from an

urn containing N balls, standard statistical tests include the hypergeometric one, similar to Fisher’s exact

test (64; 102; 103). In fact, one could use such a test at every single point of any of the trajectories. However,

this would not be using the available information to the full. In future work, we will make use of a multiple

test for the full set of trajectories’ points S
(j)
n , with 1 ≤ n ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ N – see for instance (207).

We will also present ways of characterizing deviations from the null model for data types other than count

data. This will lead to new ways of measuring segregation levels. A thorough, systematic investigation of

these new indices, including rigorous comparisons with commonly used indices (see eg (106; 165)), will be

carried out.

6. Comments

Aggregation of spatial data units has been so far generally considered as a difficulty to circumvent rather

than an opportunity to analyze spatial dissimilarities. The new method introduced here uses aggregation

as a means to extract information on the relative singularity of each spatial unit within the city as a whole.

Aggregation procedures may indeed reveal features that are not so easily seized from other perspectives.

Another example is the recent use by (8) of aggregation to explore the behaviour (and more specifically the

scaling laws) of various statistical variables across a phase space corresponding to almost all possible city

boundaries’ definitions in England and Wales. Aggregation is akin to an exploration of space from a given

starting point, and it is this observation that forms the basis of the method we have presented here.

A question we have not enlarged upon here is that of the definition of convergence. For instance, we

chose a ±0.05-interval for convergence to the city’s average social housing rate. In fact, one may tune this

threshold so as to study in greater detail areas that converge more slowly or more quickly. Our current work

focuses on this question: looking at a transform of the trajetories defined here, we explore the full range of

possible convergence thresholds and define a more accurate measure than using arbitrary thresholds (this

will soon be published (66)). It will also be interesting to explore models able to reproduce stylized aspects

of observed trajectories: hidden Markov models, multi-agent models, intermittent diffusion models.

We are also currently working on a difficulty that arises in practice: one rarely has access to individual

unit data. The data is often already aggregated at some basic statistical unit level. This means trajectories

are observed only at certain points determined by the sequence of sizes of the statistical units instead of at

every individual point. So that comparisons with Ballot Theorem results need to be made through what is

11 The minuteness of this p-value is due to the fact that the perfectly mixed city is an extreme, unrealistic case. It provides a
scale that is too extreme, if one wishes to use it directly as a measure of segregation. However, it is an absolute scale, much
in the same sense as the absolute temperature in physics. As such, it may be used reliably for comparisons.
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called subordinated random walks – which are precisely sequences observed at a number of different points

rather than at every single step. Results on this will also appear in the coming months (154).
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C. A Neural Network Measure of Segregation

Let me now present another data-based approach, that provides a multidimensional analysis of segrega-

tion phenomena. We also introduce segregation indices that can be sensibly and robustly defined from such

a multidimensional picture.

Specifically, let us see how to define a data-based, multidimensional segregation index via Self-Organizing

Maps (141; 142). SOM’s intrinsic multidimensionality presents many benefits for the study of such a com-

plex system as a city. This has only recently been noted (10; 232) and our work shall hopefully contribute

to SOM becoming a standard tool in urban sociology and geography. All the more so as, most importantly

and specifically, the topology obtained by SOM allows for useful comparisons with the actual geographi-

cal topology. Precisely, our idea is to measure segregation from correlations between SOM distances and

geographical distances.

1. Data and variables

We use databases from INSEE (Institut National de la Statistique et des Études Économiques, France’s

national agency for economical data), IGN (Institut Géographique National, France’s national agency for

geographical data) and RATP (Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens, Paris public transport agency).

In INSEE data, census blocks are called IRIS (Ilots Regroupés pour l’Information Statistique). Unfor-

tunately, neither do they correspond to a fixed surface area nor to a fixed number of inhabitants, although

they correspond on average to blocks of around 2, 000 inhabitants. Thus, the city of Paris, with a total

population of over 2 million people comprises just under 1, 000 IRIS. Some IRIS blocks are also purely

geographical, with no or very few inhabitants. They appear nonetheless in INSEE data because of services

and facilities they may offer. They also appear in the contour data provided by IGN to draw geographical

maps and spatial representations.

At the census block level, INSEE provides data such as the number and types of shops, the number and

types of public service offices, the number and type of health facilities. They also provide quantiles of the

income distribution within each census block – except those where the number of households is too small

and combined with a high level of income. For this and other similar reasons, the number of IRIS for which

data is available differs from one variable to the other.

The metropolitan authority for transportation provides geographical coordinates for all access points to

underground, tramway and bus stations in the Paris area. Using this data (a version of it processed by the

OpenStreetMap project (186)), we have computed for each census block the number of underground and

tramway lines available within an 800 meter radius (from the centroid of the block). Note that a station

with two lines counts twice as a station with just one line.

Variables

For this exploratory case study, we have retained three sets of variables for each census block:
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Set Label Variable

1 Decile.1 1st decile of income dist.

1 Mediane Median of income dist.

1 Decile.9 9th decile of income dist.

1 Part_patrim Share of financial and patrimonial income

1 Part_min_soc Share of minimum social benefits

2 age_moy Average age

2 std_age Standard deviation of age dist.

2 moins_18_moy Average number of inhabitants under 18 y.o.

2 Diplom_moy Average level of education

(1: pre-secondary; 5: postgrad.)

2 std_diplom Standard deviation of education level

3 taux_hlm Fraction of social housing

3 1_D_EP_Sum Number of EP primary schools

3 1_D_Public_Sum Number of state primary schools

3 Col_EP_Sum Number of EP secondary schools

3 Col_Public_Sum Number of state secondary schools

3 1_D_Priv_Sum Number of non-state primary schools

3 Col_Priv_Sum Number of non-state secondary schools

3 Commerce_Sum Number of shops

3 Services_Sum Post offices, local administration offices

3 Sports_Sum Number of sports facilities

3 Action_sociale Social services offices

3 Medecins_Sum Number of medical doctors (GPs and specialists)

3 Sante_Sum Number of hospitals, pharmacies

3 Transport_Sum Number of train stations and travel agents

3 Somme_lignes Number of metro and tram stops (within 800m)

TABLE II Variables used for this exploratory study. EP stands for “Éducation Prioritaire”, a state-sponsored scheme for

schools in deprived neighbourhoods. (When counting shops, schools, services etc, the 10 nearest neighbouring blocks of a given

IRIS are taken into account.)
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Set 1 revenue and income: first and ninth deciles as well as median of the income distribution, fraction of

revenue coming from assets and other patrimonial sources, fraction of revenue coming from minimal

social benefits12. From the available data, these variables could be computed for 853 IRIS blocks in

Paris.

Set 2 population: age (average and standard deviation), number of people under 18 years old, education

level (coded in 5 groups, average and standard deviation). From the available data, these variables

could be computed for 943 IRIS blocks in Paris.

Set 3 urban facilities and services: rate of social housing, access to public transport, number of shops, access

to medical and health services, number of sports facilities, number of primary and secondary schools

(including primary schools in special urban and education development projects – called éducation

prioritaire (EP) in France). From the available data, these variables could be computed for 980 IRIS

blocks in Paris.

A full list of the variables used in this study is given in Table II.

2. Self-Organizing Map Approach

We use a multidimensional classification algorithm known as Self-Organizing Map and first introduced

by T. Kohonen (141; 142). All results were obtained using the R-package SOMbrero (44), which performs

SOM combined with a hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC). Given that we are dealing with just

under one thousand census blocks, we choose to train the algorithm to produce an 8x8 map for each of the

three sets of variables, and then to classify individual IRIS blocks into four groups for sets 1 and 2 and

six groups for the third set. The number of clusters is chosen from the dendrograms so as to provide a

meaningful classification, with a balance between too little separation among groups and too few details

in their description: four to six types of neighbourhoods compose a reasonably coarse-grained rendering of

geographical and sociological details.

The online SOM method implemented in the SOMbrero package being a stochastic algorithm, we allowed

for 100 runs on each set of variables. We then extracted results from the runs exhibiting the best explained

variance ratios. These are shown on Figures 38, and we proceed to analyze them.

12 These are social benefits paid to prevent people from falling into extreme poverty. They vary from 300 euros to about
800 euros per month.
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FIG. 38 Kohonen maps for the variables of set 1 (subfigure a), 2 (b) and 3 (c), with values of the variables for the prototypes

in each class. Colours indicate groups of clusters obtained by hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC): 4 groups for Sets 1

and 2, 6 for Set 3.

SOM on Set 1

The first set of variables correspond to income and revenue variables. These are the most commonly

used in socio-economic segregation studies (along with ethnic group variables – let us recall here that ethnic

statistics are not available in France). As can be seen on Figure 38, SOM followed by HAC yields here well

ordered groups, parallel to the diagonal, corresponding to four easily identifiable types of census blocks (see

Table III). There are blocks (group 4) where the population is clearly poorer than the Parisian average,

with a first decile of just above 7, 000 euros per year. At the other end of the spectrum, blocks where the

population is not only richer than average (specifically the top 10 percent are much wealthier, with a ninth

decile above 129, 000 euros per year) but also with a very substantial part of revenues coming from financial

and other patrimonial assets: 40 percent on average (group 1). In between these two groups, the other two
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Group 1st decile Median income 9th decile Revenue Revenue

from assets from social benefits

1 13, 405 44, 367 129, 538 40 0.2

2 12, 504 33, 281 73, 929 22 0.5

3 9, 471 23, 963 50, 338 13 1.2

4 7, 390 15, 081 30, 840 7 3.6

All 10, 672 28, 411 65, 309 19

TABLE III Per-group averages of some of the variables in Set 1 (in euros for quantiles of income distribution, in percent

for the share of revenue drawn from financial and other assets).

types of blocks correspond to upper (2) and lower (3) middle classes, with again a difference in the level of

patrimonial income (22 percent vs 13 percent). Patrimonial income thus seems to work as an order variable

(in the sense that it characterizes the cluster to which a block belongs). It is significantly correlated with

spatial segregation: Figure 39 shows indeed a high level of spatial homogeneity for the groups derived from

the first set of variables.

SOM on Set 2

SOM followed by HAC run on the second set of variables yields a less structured clustering than in the

case of the first set of variables (see Figure 38). However, one can identify four groups and the following

underlying trends: the bottom of the Kohonen map (groups 1 and 3) corresponds to blocks with fewer

1

2

3

4

FIG. 39 Spatial distribution of groups 1 to 4 for Set 1. (Colours correspond to groups as defined on Figure 38. Areas in

white correspond to parks, train stations and blocks for which data is not available.)
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Group Age Age Children Education

std deviation per household

1 39.2 17.7 0.3 2.8

2 39.3 14.4 0.6 2.7

3 44.5 18.6 0.4 2.7

4 46.4 16.7 0.5 2.1

All 42.6 0.4 2.6

TABLE IV Per-group averages of some of the variables in set 2 (education level is from pre-secondary (1) to postgraduate

(5) level).

children and a higher education level than the top part (groups 2 and 4). Also group 1 has younger heads

of households on average than group 3. Similarly in group 2 the population is comparatively younger than

in group 4, and with a higher education level (see Table IV).

1

2

3

4

FIG. 40 Spatial distribution of groups 1 to 4 for Set 2. (Colours correspond to groups as defined on Figure 38.)

Spatially, groups have a wider distributions (Fig. 40), but one still notes that certain areas are particularly

representative of a given cluster, eg the northern-north-eastern part of the city for group 4.

SOM on Set 3

Processing the third set of variables with SOM and HAC allows one to distinguish six well-identified

types of census blocks, that pave the Kohonen map (Fig. 38 and Table V):

1. areas with more medical services, more private schools, fewer shops and less access to public trans-

ports;
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Group Social housing Medical doctors EP schools Shops Public transport

1 5 298 0.1 362 7.2

2 5 181 1.4 626 16.6

3 9 172 0.5 236 7.2

4 10 129 5.4 406 12.4

5 34 129 2.8 177 5.9

6 42 100 10.5 182 6.3

All 18 173 2.8 288 8

TABLE V Per-group averages of some of the variables in Set 3 (social housing rate is a percentage per block, other

variables are raw numbers for each block and its ten nearest neighbours; access to public transport is the number of lines within

800 meters of a block’s centröıd).

2. areas with many shops, facilities and the highest access to public transports;

3. areas with a slight concentration of social housing (9 percent) and below average for all other variables;

4. areas with a high level of access to public transports, many shops and facilities and also a certain

number of EP primary shools;

5. areas with a significant proportion of social housing (34 percent), very few EP primary schools, and

the lowest access to public transport;

6. areas with the highest proportion of social housing (42 percent), the largest number of EP schools,

and low access to public transport and other facilities.

On this set of variables, a multidimensional approach such as ours sheds light on residential patterns,

allowing to refine as one sees fit the level of description. For instance, in this case if one opts for only five

groups, groups number 5 and 6 will be merged, as may be seen from their proximity on the Kohonen map.

If one looks at the spatial distribution of the groups (Fig. 41), there are again some district areas (called

Arrondissements in Paris) that emerge as particularly representative of a given cluster: parts of the 5th,

6th and 16th Arrondissements for group 1, parts of the 1st, 2nd, 8th and 9th for group 2, parts of the 7th

and 16th for group 3, the area around Place de la République for group 4, 13th, 19th and 20th for group 5,

and north-eastern parts of the 18th for group 6.
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FIG. 41 Spatial distribution of clusters 1 to 6 for Set 3. (Colours correspond to groups as defined on Figure 38.)

3. Segregation indices

Thanks to its multidimensional nature, the approach followed in the previous sections yields typologies

of neighbourhoods according to multiple variables taken simultaneously into account. Now, for a given set

of variables, are all types of neighbourhoods well mixed across the city, or are there any spatial patterns? In

other terms, is there any form of spatial segregation along some of the variables considered here? Is there a

set of variables for which segregation patterns are stronger than for the other two?

Looking at the maps on Figures 39, 40 and 41, one sees spatial patterns – but, how significant are they? We

introduce in this section a method that allows to quantify them in a new manner, thanks to specific aspects

of the SOM algorithm.

Indeed, a well-known difficulty arising in the study of segregation phenomena is that of defining indices

to measure the actual level of segregation (19; 95; 196). Since most INSEE and other public data in Paris is

only available at the IRIS level, let us think at this level. Then measuring segregation amounts to quantifying

two things:

1. how different IRIS blocks are from one another (that is, individual census blocks are not all alike, eg

some have a younger population than others, some have a richer population than others);

2. how much spatial concentration occurs for IRIS blocks of a given type (in terms of the SOM groups

obtained in the previous section, this means how far one stands from a uniform distribution over the

whole city for blocks belonging to each group).

The first point may be addressed using the stochastic nature of the SOM algorithm. Indeed, if all blocks

were (almost) identical for a given set of variables then the clustering obtained would not be very robust to

a re-run of the algorithm with a different seed (43). (See paragraph II.C.3 below.)
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The second point may be treated from two perspectives. One can measure the geographical dispersion

of blocks in a given cluster. Or, one can make use of one of SOM’s specific properties. Indeed, proximity

on the Kohonen map means proximity in the state space of the chosen set of variables. Thus comparing

Kohonen distances and geographical distances gives a measure of segregation. Based on this observation, we

introduce ideas for a new segregation index. Beforehand, we compute some standard segregation indices.

Some entropy and information theory indices

A class of segregation indices is formed by the so-called entropy indices (124; 225). Based on information

theoretic entropy, they measure the difference between the entropy of the global distribution at the city scale

and local distributions (we shall consider here each IRIS within its administrative neighbourhood – with 91

such neighbourhoods in Paris). A standard information theory index is the H index defined in (195; 196),

implemented in the R package seg (123). Other standard segregation indices include the R-index (relative

diversity) and the D-index (dissimilarity).

A summary of values obtained for these three standard segregation indices is given in Table VI. All three

indices indicates stronger segregation on the third set of variables, and weaker on the second one. The first

set appears close to the third one in terms of segregation.

Set of variables Index 1 Index 2 Index 3

1 0.64 0.43 0.50

2 0.44 0.22 0.28

3 0.72 0.49 0.60

TABLE VI Values of various segregation indices for the clusters produced by SOM on our three sets of variables. Index 1

is the D-index. Index 2 is the R-index. Index 3 is the H-index. See (195; 196) and the R package seg (123)

SOM-based segregation index

As mentioned in the introduction of this section, a new integrated segregation index can be obtained by

comparing Kohonen distances and geographical distances for all pairs of IRIS blocks.

Indeed, proximity on the Kohonen map corresponds to proximity in the multidimensional space of the

variables. The closer two blocks are on the Kohonen map, the more similar they are for the variables under

consideration. Now, if the city were well mixed, one would not observe any particular spatial pattern: geo-

graphical distances would be independent of Kohonen distances. Thus any correlation between geographical

and Kohonen distances signals spatial patterns, i.e. the presence of segregation, the level of which is well

quantified by the actual value of the correlation.

One convenient way of visualizing this correlation is to represent the density of pairwise geographical

distances for each value of the Kohonen distance, as on Figures 42 and 43. Were the city well mixed,
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 42 Visual representation of a SOM-based segregation index for IRIS blocks considered with the variables of Sets 1 (a),

2 (b) and 3 (c). For each value of distance on the 8x8 Kohonen map, the density of pairwise geographical distances is shown (red

means higher density). At a point with coordinates (0, 2000) one reads the probability density to find a pair of IRIS blocks that

are in the same Kohonen class while their centroids are 2 km apart in the actual city. If IRIS blocks from each Kohonen class

were uniformly scattered across the city, geographical distance distributions would be the same for every Kohonen distance.
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FIG. 43 Box plot representations of the index presented on Figure 42.

geographical distance distributions would be the same for every Kohonen distance.13 This is not the case

here, revealing in particular greater levels of segregation for the variables of Set 1, contrary to what appeared

with standard segregation indices (see Table VI). Indeed, looking at numerical values (see Table VII), one

observes that the correlation between Kohonen and geographical distances is twice as large for Set 1 as for

Set 2, and about one-and-a-half as large for Set 1 as for Set 3.

Numerical values are to be compared with similar correlation coefficients computed in imaginary, extreme

cases. For instance, if one considers four groups fully separated (with four “pure” neighbourhoods on the

four quadrants of a square city), the correlation may be computed exactly and is about 0.61. Given this

value for the most extreme (unrealistic) case, one may say that the city of Paris exhibits significant levels

of spatial segregation on all three sets of variables.

13 Note that such a simple, direct measure of the correlation between geographical distance and Kohonen distance is well
suited to intricate patterns of segregation, as observed in real cities. However, if one considers artificial patterns with much
regularity, this correlation measure works well on checkerboard patterns (provided the mesh is not too small), but obviously
not as well on concentric patterns. More work is needed to circumvent this difficulty.
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Set of variables SOM-based segregation index

1 0.26

2 0.13

3 0.18

TABLE VII Values of the SOM-based segregation index on the three sets of variables. This is defined as the correlation

between Kohonen distances and geographical distances.
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FIG. 44 Volatility part of the SOM-based segregation index on each of the three sets of variables defined in Table II. Plots

show level of fickleness for each IRIS block, in decreasing order of magnitude, for Sets 1 (left), 2 (centre) and 3 (right).

Quantifying the heterogeneity of IRIS blocks

Any comparison between geographical distances and the distances obtained through a clustering algo-

rithm obviously relies on the robustness of the classification. One should therefore control for the volatility

level of the clustering: for a given pair of IRIS blocks, how sure can one be that they lie at a given Kohonen

distance? The stochastic nature of the SOM algorithm allows one to address this question. Indeed, volatility

can be measured by looking at the fraction of pairs of areal units that are stable – i.e. that always belong

together to the same cluster (or the same vicinity) through a large number of SOM runs launched with

different, random seeds (43; 45; 46). One may then count, for each unit, the number of unstable pairs to

which it belongs, thus defining its level of “fickleness”.

As an illustration, we show on Figure 44 levels of fickleness for the three sets of variables considered in the

previous sections of this paper. SOM classification appears robust across all three sets of variables, with a

maximum of 10% of fickle pairs observed on Set 3. Also, the classification is more robust on Set 1 than on

Sets 2 or 3, indicating a greater level of differentiation among blocks along the variables of Set 1.

The larger the number of fickle units, the less heterogeneity there is among them and therefore the less

definite will any classification be. In the extreme case in which all areal units present the same character-

istics, any choice of classes will be arbitrary and this will be reflected in the fact that every pair of units

will be unstable and every unit will be fickle. Note that this is not only a measure of the robustness of

the classification: it actually measures the level of heterogeneity between areal units, independently of their
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Set of variables Percentage of fickle pairs

1 4.0

2 7.5

3 9.6

TABLE VIII Percentage of unstable pairs computed on 100 runs of the SOM algorithm for each set of variables. An

unstable pair is defined as a pair of IRIS blocks that do not tend to be always in the same vicinity or always not in the same

vicinity on the Kohonen map through the 100 runs.

spatial distribution. In this respect, levels of fickleness form a second part of a SOM-based segregation index

(the volatility part). They complement the correlation defined in the previous paragraph, which measures

the spatial aspect of segregation.

4. Comments

The use of self-organizing maps to explore socio-economical and geographical data presents many promis-

ing features. The method is intrinsically multidimensional, and the clustering obtained is very much suited

to interdisciplinary work: for instance, typologies of urban areas infered from sociological surveys and other

forms of studies can be compared to clusters obtained from SOM, and their robustness can be tested by

performing a large number of runs with different seeds.

Further, this new method allows for the definition of a general, robust segregation measure, both on the social

and spatial levels – the former is measured by the percentage of fickle pairs, and the latter by the correlation

between Kohonen and geographical distances. We are working onward to develop a full methodological

framework, with a thorough comparative study of the new segregation index introduced here.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis surveys the two main tracks in the research I have been conducting since my PhD. New,

other projects have stemmed recently – too recently to provide results for presentation, but let me give some

details about them here. Reversing the order of the main text, I shall start with interdisciplinary projects.

A year ago I started a collaboration with historian Karine Le Bail (CNRS/EHESS) on the analysis

and modelling of data linked to the phenomenon that is known as Épuration, in which, at the end and in

the aftermath of World War II, people were tried for having collaborated in various ways with the Nazis.

Karine Le Bail focuses on the performing arts, and investigates the complex and very diverse situations

and trajectories of musicians, singers and other artists. Our research project, currently funded under a

CNRS interdisciplinary grant,14 involves collecting data from national, regional and local archive centres

and implementing a bespoke processing scheme so as to be able to both visualize and analyze this data

with contemporary statistical techniques. In particular, through a network representation and via the use

of stochastic and latent block models, we are seeking to establish whether or not certain groups (female

artists, classical musicians,. . . ) have been discriminated against in the Épuration process. We should be

able to pre-publish some first results in the coming semester.

Another current project, one that has just started, is a PHC15 project with the University of La Havana,

Cuba. Together with Paris-1 colleague Madalina Olteanu and Cuban mathematician Sira Allende, we are

coordinating a 14-strong collaboration to work on socio-spatial dynamics in French and Cuban cities. This

is a three-year project, that includes the co-supervision of a PhD thesis, the organizing of three workshops

and a lecture series.

This complements other ongoing research projects with William Clark and Mark Handcock at UCLA, with

whom we are working (Madalina Olteanu and I, as well as two of our students, Antoine Lucquiaud and Alex

Mourer) on new extensions of the trajectory convergence method presented in Section II.B. We are working

on refining the convergence criterion by considering the full range of possible convergence thresholds. This

leads to a more rigorous mathematical definition of the singularity of each neighbourhood in a metropolitan

environment. Simultaneously, we are applying this new method to a growing number of cities: Paris and Los

Angeles were the first two, and we are currently processing data on large and medium-size European cities,

as commissioned by the European Research Centre. Our results and those of other European-based research

teams (we are the only France-based one) will be presented at a workshop in Brussels on November 27th.

We are also working on the network version of the trajectory method. We should have a pre-publication

early in 2019 on this.

Also, the multidimensional, neural network analysis presented in Section II.C has been implemented on

French cities other than Paris by a Master student, Sarah Soleiman, working as an intern in the start-up

company MeilleursAgents.com. The company’s main objective is to provide the best possible representation

14 This is in the INFINITI framework: INterFaces Interdisciplinaires, NumérIque et ThéorIque.
15 Partenariat Hubert Curien, funded by the French Foreign Office.
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of the French real estate market. They have been testing our multidimensional analysis into the algorithm

they are using to estimate house prices. Ms Soleiman has shown that it leads indeed to significantly better

estimations. We will shortly be applying for a PhD funding16 to develop this work further.

Still on an interdisciplinary note, I started a few months ago a collaboration with philologist Jean-

Baptiste Camps (ENC/PSL). We are studying manuscript transmission through both numerical simulations

and Markov chain models (in particular, birth-and-death processes). We explore the variety of manuscript

tree patterns that emerge when key parameters in the transmission process are varied across their ranges,

viz. fecondity and decimation rates. This should allow us to address a long-standing issue in philology:

the predominance of root bifurcation (known as bifidity) in text genealogical trees (known as stemmata).

It has been argued that the over-representation of bifid stemmata may be an artefact of the common error

methods used by philologists to reconstruct text genealogies, and we are investigating whether the observed

ubiquitous bifidity could simply be an endogeneous phenomenon resulting from the manuscript transmission

process.

Coming now back to theoretical aspects of stochastic processes, let me mention some of the current

projects on which I am working.

On convex hulls of Brownian and Lévy processes, a collaboration was initiated with Raphaël Lachièze-

Rey (Univ. Paris-Descartes) after the 2018 Stochastic Geometry Days. We are working on second-order

results regarding the number of facets on the boundary of Brownian convex hulls.

Work on residence times, with Sidney Redner, is also on-going, as well as work on a predator/prey

foraging model, in further collaboration with Olivier Bénichou (CNRS/UPMC).

Most of my time though, in this part of my work, is devoted to another type of foraging model. This

has been in collaboration with Paul Krapivsky (Univ. Boston). The model may be viewed as representing

a foraging animal that consumes food at unit rate and lives in an environment with one unit of food per

unit space. To keep things simple, consider a Brownian or Lévy particle on a line and say it survives as long

as the range it has explored remains, at every instant, larger than the elapsed time. Writing R(t) for the

range at time t, we are computing the probability that R(s) > s for all s ≤ t. A variant is the one-sided

problem where one considers only the supremum M(t) instead of the range R(t). This variant may be solved

starting from existing results in the literature, but we also found a completely new method – using path

decompositions and transformations. The full, double-sided problem is not amenable to the same technique,

precisely because one needs to control both sides when dealing with the range, and not just the upper one.

We are hoping to work on the double-sided problem with Pierre Vallois (Univ. Nancy), after this HDR thesis

has been defended.

Belonging also to the more theoretical side of my research is the work we are doing with Antoine Luc-

quiaud on extensions of the Ballot theorem to so-called subordinated random walks. The question stemmed

out of the trajectory convergence method that Madalina Olteanu and I developed. When it came to using

16 Within the CIFRE framework (Conventions Industrielles de Formation par la REcherche).
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random walk results in the analysis of the trajectories, we had to take into account the fact that these are

formed by aggregating areal units of various sizes. This means that the trajectories do not progress one step

at a time but rather they behave as subordinated random walks: there is an underlying “full trajectory”

where one step corresponds eg to one individual or one housing unit, but the observed trajectory is a sub-

sample, at certain steps only (steps corresponding to the sizes of the areal units).

With Antoine Lucquiaud, Madalina Olteanu and several other colleagues (Chiara Cammarota (KCL Lon-

dres), Aurélien Hazan (UPEC, Créteil), Alejandro Lage-Castellanos and Roberto Mulet (UH, La Havane)),

we are also working on a theoretical model of the Schelling-type dynamics presented in Section II.A. We are

trying to combine statistical physics tools (from spin glass models) with probability theoretic approaches.

A Markov chain model of the standard Schelling dynamics was studied by one of my Master students

(Matthieu Vert) a couple of years ago, and we are hoping to be able to adapt it to the new variant. Inciden-

tally, the original Markov chain model is itself of interest, as on-going work with Annie Millet has shown:

we are investigating the details of the thermodynamical limit in the context of this specific Markov chain

(long time limit vs large system limit as opposed to taking both limits simultaneously).

Let the last lines of this conclusion be to warmly thank all my colleagues, students, and collaborators

for their patience and their enduring goodwill in sharing their knowledge, their energy and their expertise.

Research is a collective endeavour – and that plays no small part in making it such a beautiful craft.
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APPENDIX

Relation Between Generating Functions in Section I.D.2

Using the geometric constraints in Eq. 82, the generating function G(x, y, z) can be re-expressed as

G(x, y, z) =
∞∑
n=1

n∑
`=1

n∑
k=`

P (n, k, `) xn yk z`

=

∞∑
n=1

n∑
`=1

n∑
k=`

P (`)P (n, k|`) xn yk z` , (99)

where we use P(. . . | . . . ) to denote the conditional joint probability.

Next we write P (n, k|`) in terms of the variables mi and ji (see Fig. 20):

G(x, y, z) =

∞∑
n=1

n∑
`=1

n∑
k=`

∑
j1+···+j`=k−`
m1+···+m`=n−`

ji≤mi

P (`)P (m1, . . . ,m`, j1, . . . , j`|`) xm1+...m`+` yj1+...j`+` z`

=

∞∑
n=1

n∑
`=1

∑
m1+···+m`=n−`

0≤ji≤mi

P (`)P (m1, . . . ,m`, j1, . . . , j`|`) xm1+...m`+` yj1+...j`+` z`

=
∑
`≥1

P (`)
∑
n≥`

∑
m1+···+m`=n−`

0≤ji≤mi

P (m1, . . . ,m`, j1, . . . , j`|`) xm1+...m`+` yj1+...j`+` z`

=
∑
`≥1

P (`)
∑

m1,...,m`≥0

m1,...,m`∑
j1,...,j`=0

[∏̀
i=1

P (mi, ji|`) xmi yki
]

(xyz)`

=
∑
`≥1

P (`) (xyz)`
∑

m1,...,m`≥0

m1,...,m`∑
j1,...,j`=0

[∏̀
i=1

P (mi, ji|`) xmi yji
]

=
∑
`≥1

P (`) (xyz)`
∏̀
i=1

 ∑
mi≥0

∑
0≤ji≤mi

P (mi, ji|`) xmi yji

 . (100)

We now use the fact that the random walk is a Markov process, which implies that P (mi, ji|`) = P (mi, ji) =

A(mi, ji)/2
2mi . Therefore

∑
mi≥0

∑
0≤ki≤mi

P (mi, ji|`) xmi yji = G(x, y) . (101)

Note that G(x, y), as defined in Eq. 81, appears here and not g(x, y) because upon starting from x = 2, when coming from

x = 1, the path is not conditioned to immediately move to x = 3. In fact, the path is allowed to return immediately to x = 1,

as reflected in the fact that, for the ith excursion, mi may be 0.

Eq. 100 becomes

G(x, y, z) =
∑
`≥1

P (`) (xyz)`
∏

1≤i≤`
[G(x, y)] =

∑
`≥1

P (`) [x y z G(x, y)]` . (102)

This is Eq. 84 in the main text.
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